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Abstract  
 
The main aim of this dissertation was to explore L1 (Persian) and L2 (Swedish) reading 
and writing of 26 bilingual biscriptal children with and without reading difficulties (RD) 
(years 4–9). Previous studies have mainly focused on Latin scripts or one alphabetic and 
one non-alphabetic script with English as L1 or L2.   

Linguistic and cognitive skills related to word reading and writing fluency were 
analysed through standardised tasks across both languages. Regarding writing, each 
participant completed four tasks in each language, one narrative and one descriptive. Eye 
and Pen (EP) software was used to collect writing data and study children’s writing fluency 
and orthographic features that could disrupt writing fluency in each language. 
Furthermore, the writing of two bilingual children with RD was analysed through a 
meaning-making analysis. The EP software was used to investigate their writing processes. 
Moreover, a questionnaire was designed and interviews were conducted to investigate all 
the participants’ language and literacy usage and practice at home.  

The results demonstrated that both bilingual children with and without RD were 
more fluent writers in their L2 (Swedish) compared to their L1 (Persian). Furthermore, 
most children were also more efficient readers in Swedish compared to Persian. The 
results also suggest that orthographic features could negatively affect children’s reading 
efficiency and writing fluency. Furthermore, the linguistic and cognitive skills that relate 
to word reading and writing fluency could vary across languages depending on the 
orthographic features and orthographic depth of each language. The results also suggest 
that the extent to which bilingual children with RD can use their knowledge about writing 
in both languages could depend on the type and extent of their difficulties. The results are 
analysed in relation to previous research and the educational implications are discussed.  
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Summary in Swedish 
 
Bakgrund Förmågan att läsa och skriva är central genom hela livet för att lyckas i 
utbildning och arbetsliv, men även för att kunna kommunicera med familj, vänner, 
klasskamrater och kollegor. Därutöver är det en tillgång om vi behärskar att läsa och skriva 
på flera språk. Det ger oss fler möjligheter att vidga våra perspektiv genom att vi får 
tillgång till flera kulturer och samhällen. I den här studien undersöks några tvåspråkiga 
elevers läsande och skrivande på persiska och svenska i åk 4 till 9. Det finns endast ett 
fåtal tidigare studier som har analyserat både läs- och skrivförmåga hos tvåspråkiga elever 
med och utan lässvårigheter på både modersmålet och skolspråket. Särskilt saknas studier 
som har använt standardiserade tester för att bedöma båda språken och som har 
undersökt skrivandet med särskilt fokus på skrivprocesser i det första och i det andra 
språket. Tidigare forskning har framför allt analyserat två latinska språk, som till exempel 
spanska och engelska, eller ett alfabetiskt och ett icke alfabetiskt språk, som engelska och 
kinesiska. I denna avhandling deltog 26 persisk-svenskspråkiga elever med och utan 
lässvårigheter som läser och skriver på två olika alfabetiska språk.  Avhandlingen består 
av fyra delstudier. I den första studien undersökte jag de språkliga färdigheter som i 
tidigare forskning relaterats till ortografisk avkodning på respektive språken. I den andra 
studien utforskade vi skrivflytet på båda språken. I den tredje studien analyserade vi ett 
antal språkliga och kognitiva färdigheter i relation till skrivflyt på respektive språk. 
I den sista studien har jag undersökt meningsskapande i relation till skrivprocessen hos 
två tvåspråkiga elever med lässvårigheter. 

Metoder I den första studien har jag använt standardiserade tester på både 
persiska och svenska för att undersöka språkliga och fonologiska förmågor relaterade till 
ortografisk avkodning. Inledande analys visade att data inte var normalfördelade. Därför 
användes Spearman-korrelationen för att undersöka samband mellan språk, kognition 
och ortografisk avkodning på respektive språk.  

I den andra studien analyserades insamlade data från elevernas skrivande med Eye 
and Pen för att kunna analysera elevernas skrivflyt på respektive språk. Eleverna skrev 
fyra uppgifter, en narrativ och en deskriptiv, på varje språk. I den narrativa uppgiften 
skrev eleverna en kort berättelse till bildstöd (Frog-story), i den deskriptiva uppgiften fick 
eleverna skriva om sitt drömhus/drömpresent. I studien undersöktes om respektive 
språks ortografiska aspekter kunde relateras till de mönster som framkom i elevernas 
skrivflyt på persiska och svenska. Vi undersökte även exponering och ordframplockning 
på respektive språk i relation till skrivflyt. Exponering för respektive språk undersöktes 
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genom frågeformulär och intervjuer och ordframplockning analyserades genom 
fonologiskt och semantiskt ordflödestest.  

I den tredje studien undersöktes läsning, språk och kognition i relation till skrivflyt 
på båda språken. Läsning, språk och kognition bedömdes med standardiserade tester på 
respektive språk. Skrivflyt bedömdes med Eye and Pen.  

I den sista studien undersöktes två elevers meningsskapande i narrativt och 
deskriptivt skrivande på båda språken genomen analys av några utvalda aspekter av 
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). Elevernas meningsskapande analyserades i 
relation till deras skrivprocess. Eye and Pen användes för att undersöka elevernas 
skrivprocess (tillexempel pauser) på båda språken. Den ena deltagaren hade specifika 
avkodningssvårigheter på båda språken och den andra deltagaren hade 
avkodningssvårigheter och språkförståelsesvårigheter på båda språken. 

Resultat I studie I framkom att fonologisk avkodning, RAN och fonologiskt 
ordflödestest uppvisade signifikanta samband med ortografisk avkodning på båda 
språken. Därutöver bidrog semantiskt ordflöde och ordförråd signifikant till ortografisk 
avkodning på persiska och fonemisk medvetenhet bidrog signifikant till ortografisk 
avkodning på svenska. 

Utfallet stämmer väl överens med tidigare studier som visat att fonologisk 
avkodning (mätt med läsning av non-ord) är viktig för avkodningen av ord på persiska 
(t.ex. Rahbari et al., 2007; Gholamain & Geva, 1999) och svenska (Høien-tengesdal & 
Tønnessen, 2011). Enligt self-teaching hypotesen (Share, 1999) behöver man först lära sig 
att koppla ihop grafemen med motsvarande fonem för att kunna knäcka den alfabetiska 
koden och börja bygga upp den ortografiska kunskapen som krävs för att på sikt kunna 
avkoda ord ortografiskt och automatiserat. Även RAN har i tidigare studier (t.ex. Kirby et 
al., 2010) uppvisat samband med ortografisk avkodning. Det verkar dock som att RAN får 
allt mer betydelse för den ortografisk avkodningen med ökad läserfarenhet (e.g., Kirby et 
al., 2010). I den här studien deltog elever från åk 4 till 9 och de befann sig därmed i en 
senare fas av läsinlärningen och det var därför förväntat att RAN skulle vara en bidragande 
faktor. I persiskan till skillnad från i svenskan visade även ordförrådet på signifikanta 
samband med den ortografiska avkodningen. Detta ligger väl i linje med tidigare forskning 
som visat att ordförrådskunskap är särskilt viktig när en del av den ortografiska 
informationen saknas om ordets fonologiska representation (Wang, Castles & Nickels, 
2012; Wang et al, 2013). I persiskan är korta vokaler inte representerade i form av grafem. 
Därför blir ordkunskap en viktig bidragande faktor för att kunna läsa och känna igen 
orden. Tidigare studier har också visat att ordförrådskunskapen spelar en viktig roll i 
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djupa ortografier (t.ex. Vellutino et al., 2007). Ingen signifikant korrelation mellan 
ordförråd och ortografisk avkodning på svenska hittades i denna studie, vilket skulle 
kunna tyda på att kunskap om betydelsen av ord kanske inte är så avgörande för att läsa 
ord i en semi-transparent ortografi som svenskan när alla fonem finns representerade i 
form av grafem. 

Utifrån dual-route modellen (t.ex. Coltheart et al., 2001) skulle resultaten kunna 
förklaras på så sätt att läsarna i denna studie använde redan inlagrade lexikala 
representationer av ordets betydelse i större utsträckning när de läste persiska ord. 
Däremot behövde de inte i samma utsträckning ha tillgång till sina semantiska kunskaper 
om ords betydelser för att läsa orden på svenska.  

Det starka signifikanta sambandet mellan fonemisk medvetenhet (FM) och 
ortografisk avkodning på svenska var något överraskande i relation till tidigare forskning. 
Exempelvis Furnes och Samuelsson (2010) fann att FM prediktiva kraft minskar efter tidig 
läsinlärning (t.ex. åk 1) i en semi-transparent ortografi som svenska. Skillnaden i utfall 
mellan resultatet från denna studie och tidigare studier kan eventuellt hänföras till typen 
av uppgifter (fonemsyntes respektive fonemdeletion) och språklig analysnivå (fonem 
kontra stavelser). Fonemdeletionsuppgiften som användes i denna studie har i tidigare 
studier visat på starkare samband med ortografisk läsning (Farran, 2012) jämfört med 
bland annat fonem- och stavelsesyntes som användes i Furnes och Samuelsson (2010). 

Majoriteten av eleverna uppvisade en ortografisk och fonologisk avkodning som 
låg ca 1 standardavvikelse under genomsnittet på persiska, medan en majoritet av eleverna 
presterade inom förväntat för åldersgruppen i fonologisk och ortografisk avkodning på 
svenska. Resultatet tyder på att den undervisning och exponering som eleverna har fått i 
läsning på persiska inte har varit tillräcklig för att uppnå en automatiserad avkodning.  

Resultaten i den andra studien visade att deltagarna skrev både snabbare och 
producerade fler tecken, ord och satser på svenska än på persiska. Därför drog vi 
slutsatsen att de tvåspråkiga eleverna i denna studie hade ett bättre skrivflyt på svenska 
än på persiska. Det framkom även att deltagarna läste mest på svenska men pratade främst 
persiska med föräldrar och familjens vänner på fritiden.  

Den kvalitativa fallstudien där tre elevers skrivprocess undersöktes mer detaljerat 
pekade på att språkens ortografi och interpunktionsregler hade en inverkan på 
deltagarnas skrivflyt på båda språken. Deltagarna gjorde exempelvis en paus för att lägga 
till diakritiska tecken och skriva punkter i båda språken. Dessutom producerade dessa tre 
deltagare kortare bursts (d v s antal skrivna ord mellan pauser), som var både syntaktiskt 
och semantiskt enklare på persiska jämfört med på svenska. Tidigare studier (tex. 
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Spelman Miller et al, 2008) fann att tvåspråkiga elever hade högre skrivflyt i sitt första 
språk jämfört med sitt andra språk, vilket står i kontrast till resultaten från denna studie. 
Det kan troligen förklaras utifrån att deltagarnas skolspråk var deras första språk i tidigare 
studier och deras andra språk i denna studie. 
       I den tredje studien framkom att ortografisk avkodning korrelerade signifikant med 
skrivflyt i båda språken och i både narrativ och deskriptiv genre. Resultatet ger ytterligare 
stöd för att det finns ett samband mellan läsning och skrivande (Brand & Brand, 2006; 
Clay, 2001). Analysen visade att ortografisk avkodning på båda språken korrelerade med 
skrivflyt på båda språken. Detta tyder på att läsning och skrivande i det första och i det 
andra språket är relaterade till varandra och kan stödja varandra (Bialystok, 2001). 
Ordförrådskunskaper i svenska korrelerade dock negativt med processmåtten på skrivflyt 
på persiska. Det tyder på att elever med högre ordkunskaper på svenska skrev 
långsammare på persiska. Ytterligare analys avslöjade både genreeffekter och 
ortografieffekter på flytmått. Genreeffekten innebar att deltagarna producerade färre ord 
och skrev i ett långsammare tempo i den deskriptiva genren jämfört med i den narrativa 
när de skrev på persiska. Denna effekt hittades dock inte på svenska. Resultaten kan 
innebära att det kanske var mer kognitivt utmanande att producera deskriptiva uppgifter 
(Kellogg et al., 1991) än narrativa uppgifter på persiska i och med att eleverna inte hade 
tillgång till några bilder i den deskriptiva uppgiften som kunde ge stöd för 
idéproduktionen. Ortografieffekten hittades i båda genrerna eftersom deltagarna 
producerade fler ord på kortare tid på svenska jämfört med på persiska i båda genrerna, 
vilket tyder på att elever var mer flytande skribenter i båda genrerna på svenska (det andra 
språket) än på persiska (det första språket). Detta står i kontrast till tidigare studier som 
visar att det var mer kognitivt krävande för skribenter att producera texter i deras andra 
än i deras första språk (Spelman Miller et al., 2008; Chenoweth & Hayes, 2001). Det kan 
eventuellt bero på att deltagarna i denna studie exponerats mer för svenska än för persiska 
i den formella språk-, läs- och skrivundervisning. 

Studie IV visade att båda deltagarna med lässvårigheter skrev längre texter, 
producerade längre bursts och pausade mer sällan på svenska jämfört med på persiska. 
Olika mönster observerades i de två deltagarnas meningsskapande i respektive genre och 
språk. Eleven med avkodningssvårigheter visade att han kunde använda sin kunskap om 
skrivande både på sitt första och på sitt andra språk i de olika skrivuppgifterna. Han kunde 
till exempel tillämpa textuell mening som listteknik på liknande sätt på båda språken. 
Detta indikerar att elever med avkodningssvårigheter i kombination med god språklig 
förmåga på respektive språk kan nyttja dessa skrivkunskaper på liknande sätt när de 
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skriver på sina olika språk. Något som även framkommit i tidigare studier med tvåspråkiga 
elever med typisk läsutveckling (Lindgren et al., 2017) och vuxna (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 
2013). Exempelvis har dessa studier visat att skribenterna använde liknande retoriska 
drag på båda sina språk. Detta ligger även väl i linje med multikompetensperspektivet 
(Cook, 1991) som visat att tvåspråkiga kan nyttja sina skrivkunskaper på alla sina språk. 
Däremot kämpade eleven med blandade svårigheter för att uttrycka sig själv och sina idéer 
på båda sina språk. Resultatet indikerar att en begränsad språkförståelse på båda språken 
blir ett hinder i meningsskapandet i skrivprocessen.  

I undersökningen av potentiella samband mellan meningsskapande och skrivflyt 
framkom att meningsskapandet var mindre flytande på persiska än på svenska. 
Deltagarnas begränsade exponering för formell läs- och skrivundervisning på 
modersmålet kan vara orsaken till att de var mer flytande skribenter i sitt andra än i sitt 
första språk.  

De två elevernas skrivprofiler i första och andra språket liknar de mönster som 
framkommit i tidigare studier om enspråkiga elever med lässvårigheter och deras 
skrivande. Elever med avkodningssvårigheter eller dyslexi (t.ex. Sumner et al, 2013; Beers 
et al., 2017; Williams & Larkin, 2013) har i tidigare studier uppvisat svårigheter på 
transkriptionsnivå, vilket i sin tur påverkat skrivflytet i form av frekventa pauser, kortare 
bursts och flera stavfel. Dessa mönster återfanns i båda elevernas skrivflyt på båda 
språken. Tidigare studier om skrivande hos elever med språkstörning eller blandade 
lässvårigheter (t.ex. Connelly et al., 2012) har visat att de har svårigheter både på 
transkriptionsnivå, vilket i sin tur påverkar skrivflytet, och på textnivå, vilket har gett 
texter som inte är sammanhängande. Eleven med blandade svårigheter uppvisade både 
avkodningssvårigheter och en svag språklig förståelse på båda språken, vilket påverkade 
hans texter på alla nivåer (t.ex. transkription och textnivå). Därför hade han både 
frekventa pauser, kortare bursts och flera stavfel på både persiska och svenska. Dessutom 
hade han svårt att skapa sammanhängande texter på båda språken. Detta mönster 
stämmer väl överens med tidigare studier på enspråkiga som diagnostiserats med svag 
förståelse eller språkstörning (t.ex. Re & Carretti, 2016).   

Slutsatser Deltagarna i denna avhandling var tvåspråkiga i persiska och svenska 
och kunde läsa och skriva på två olika alfabetiska språk. De var mer kompetenta i att läsa 
och skriva på svenska jämfört med på persiska. Detta visade sig bland annat i form av en 
betydligt bättre avkodningsförmåga på svenska, samt i bättre skrivflyt på svenska oavsett 
genre. I studien framkom även vissa skillnader mellan språken när det gäller vilka 
språkliga och kognitiva förmågor som bidrar till avkodning och skrivflyt på respektive 
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språk. Resultaten kan troligen förklaras utifrån att elevernas exponering för formell läs- 
och skrivundervisning på persiska har varit mycket begränsad. Exempel på 
underdiagnostik hittades bland deltagarna i denna avhandling. Detta understryker 
betydelsen av att hitta de svaga eleverna så tidigt som möjligt och utreda tvåspråkiga 
elevers språk, läs- och skrivförmåga på båda språken för att på bästa sätt kunna ta 
ställning till elevens behov av stöd och utmaningar i sin fortsatta utveckling av språk-, läs- 
och skrivförmåga på alla sina språk. 
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Persian abstract 
 ەد#کچ
 

 F3شDب ارAز ەدش دودحم ?اخ یاه هتشون طخ ه: هنا(ز ود ناناوجون و نا6دوک 234شون و ندناوخ ەرا(رد ام ش#اد

 JVاUفلا FQغ طخ کR و JVاUفلا طخ کR ا2Q4 Rتال طخ ساسا رب ەدش ماجنا 234شون و ندناوخ یور رب هک J3اعلاطم

 .تسا ەدش ماجنا مود نا(ز ناونع ه: Dcلaنا طخ یور رب تاق_قحت[F\ا عقاو رد .تسا

 هنا(زود ناوجون و کدوک شش و تسDب  )یدئوس( مود نا(ز و )kراف( لوا نا(ز 234شون و ندناوخ اF3کد هلاسر نیا

)pاRچ یاه هrن ات مراrشم یاراد هک  )مtو ندناوخ تال Rشم نود:  اtسه ندناوخ تالvررب ار دنk رد و تسا ەدرک 

 .دهد y هئارا ار یدRدج ەاxدRد هنیمز نیا

 دروم نا(ز ود ره رد درادناتسا یاهنومزآ قA|ط زا دنشا: طUترم تامل6 ندناوخ ه: دنناوتy هک J4ا(ز یاهJVاناوت

 نا(ز ره ه: )�4_صوت 234م کR و JVاور 234م کR( 234م ود ،ەدننک تک�� ره ،نیا رب ەوالع .تفرگ رارق ل_لحت و ه�Aجت

 ناناوجون و نا6دوک ��cن ناور هعلاطم و اrنآ یراتشون یاهەداد یروآعمج یارب نپ دنا یآ رازفا مرن زا .تشون

�ژAو هک تسا رکذ ه: مزال .دش ەدافتسا
�

 ،نیا رب ەوالع .دوش ��cن ناور رد لالتخا ثعا: دناوتy دوخ طخره JVاه

 رارق kررب دروم نا(ز ود ره رد دنشا: طUترم ناناوجون و نا6دوک ��cن ناور ه: دناوت y هک �3خانش و J4ا(ز عبانم

 هعلاطم دروم یزاسانعم ل_لحت قA|ط زا دنvشاد مه ندناوخ لtشم هک هنا(زود کدوک ود راتشون ،2Q4نچمه .تفرگ

 هک تسا رکذ ه: مزال .تسا ەدش ەدافتسا اrنآ 234شون یاهدنیآرف ل_لحت یارب نپ دنا یآرازفا مرن زا و تفرگ رارق

 هناخ رد ناxدننک تک�� همه ندناوخ و نا(ز نA|مت و ەدافتسا kررب یارب JVاه هUحاصم و �ارط یا همانشسرپ

 .دش ماجنا

 ندناوخ لtشم هک J4اناوجون و نا6دوک مه و دنvشاد ندناوخ لtشم هک یا هنا(زود نا6دوک مه هک داد ناش# جیاتن

 2Q4نچمه جیاتن .دندوب )kراف( دوخ لوا نا(ز ه: ت�س# )یدئوس( دوخ مود نا(ز ه: یرت طلسم ناxدنس��ن ،دنvشادن

�ژAو هک داد ناش#
�

 J4ا(ز عبانم 2Q4نچمه .دنوش ناناوجون و نا6دوک 234شون و ندناوخ ناور عنام دنناوتy �خ یاه

�ژAو ه: هتس� اه نا(ز رد دنناوت y ،دنوش طو(|م 234شون و ندناوخ ناور ه: دنناوت y هک �3خانش و
�

 ره �خ یاه 

 و ع�ن ،دهدy ناش# 2Q4نچمه جیاتن .دشا: توافتم نا(ز ره رد ناناوجون و نا6دوک 234شون و ندناوخ JVاناوت ،نا(ز

 ار دوخ ش#اد دنناوت y اrنآ ەزادنا هچ ات دننک 2Q4عت دنناوت y ،هنا(زود نا6دوک زا هتسد نیا ندناوخ تالtشم هجرد

 دنراد ندناوخ تالtشم هک هنا(ز ود نا6دوک ،نیا رب ەوالع .دنراذگ: �اF3شا ه: نا(ز ود ره رد دوخ یراتشون 234م رد

 م_هافم و ل_لحت و ه�Aجت دروم �Uق تاق_قحت ا: هط:ار رد جیاتن .دنهد y ناش# دوخ نا(ز ود ره رد ار تالtشم نیا

 .تفرگ رارق ثح: دروم �kزومآ
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Introduction 
 

“Literacy engagement should be promoted in students’ L1 as well as L2 
because there is extensive evidence that positive transfer occurs across 
languages. Additionally, use of L1 can scaffold higher performance in L2 
and encourage students to compare L1 and L2 and deepen their overall 
awareness of language and how it works.” (Cummins & Persad, 2014: 22)  
 

The ability to read and write is central throughout an individual’s life. It is vital in order to 
succeed at school and achieve higher educational accomplishments. In working life, many 
office jobs depend on written forms of communication, such as emails. Employers prefer 
skilled readers and writers and an individual’s writing is indirectly assessed by colleagues 
on a regular basis. On a personal level, reading and writing create opportunities for 
individuals to receive and produce information, read for pleasure and expand their views 
and knowledge. Furthermore, reading and writing are important in order to raise our 
awareness of society and the world in which we live, for example, by reading the news and 
engaging in social media to stay connected with family and friends by reading and writing 
posts on Facebook and Instagram. The more languages we know, the more opportunities 
we have to widen our perspectives and be involved on different platforms and in different 
societies.  

This doctoral dissertation is about the reading and writing of a group of Persian-
Swedish bilingual biscriptal children in years 4–9 who have Persian as their first language 
and Swedish as their second language. Reading and writing in the children’s first language 
(L1) contributes to their reading and writing in their second language (L2) (Bialystok, 
2001). In addition, learning to read and write across both languages can endorse and 
support children’s diverse backgrounds and help them develop their identity and use both 
languages as a “cognitive tool” (Cummins & Persad, 2014). Nevertheless, limited language 
instruction can prevent bilingual children from developing their L1 and L2 reading and 
writing evenly. For example, in Sweden, the language of instruction is mainly Swedish. 
However, the Swedish Education Act (Utbildningsdepartementet 2010:800) states that “a 
pupil who has a guardian with a mother tongue other than Swedish must be offered 
mother tongue instruction in this language, if the language is the pupil’s daily language of 
communication at home and if the pupil has basic knowledge of the language” (Ch. 10, §7). 
However, the access and opportunity to participate in mother tongue classes vary across 
the country. According to the Swedish Education Act (Utbildningsdepartementet 2011: 
185), a municipality is only obliged to offer mother tongue instruction in a language if at 
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least five pupils wish to receive such instruction in each language and the municipality is 
able find a suitable mother tongue teacher in that language (Ch. 5, §10). The mother 
tongue classes are often held after school hours and are limited to only one lesson, which 
lasts around 60 minutes each week. This limited amount of time is used for the 
development of both oral and written language. Thus, children receive only a limited 
amount of instruction to develop reading and writing in their L1 (Ganuza & Hedman, 
2015).  

Word reading is a prerequisite in children’s education to enable them to succeed in 
reading and understanding texts. A crucial step in the initial stages of reading 
development entails decoding, which involves connecting each grapheme to its 
corresponding phoneme. “Decoding is of central importance in reading, for without it, 
linguistic comprehension is of no use” (Hoover and Gough, 1990: 128). Thus, both 
decoding and linguistic comprehension are essential for reading comprehension (Hoover 
and Gough, 1990). In other words, difficulty with decoding could possibly result in 
difficulty understanding a text (Nation and Angell, 2006), which would negatively impact 
children’s reading accomplishments at school. Thus, it is important to investigate the 
linguistic skills that could contribute to word reading and explore whether similar or 
different patterns can be found across different languages. 

Orthographic depth, shallow versus deep, and reading experience may affect what 
aspects of linguistic skills and phonological processing that may contribute to word 
reading. Regarding phonological processing, for example, in shallow orthographies, the 
power of phonemic awareness seems to decrease once children are able to apply the 
grapheme-phoneme correspondence rule after the early reading acquisition phase (for a 
review, see Sadeghi & Everatt, 2018). Furthermore, other orthographic features such as 
diacritics (e.g. representing short vowels with diacritics) could also play a role in what 
aspects of linguistic skills could be important for word reading. Furthermore, learning to 
read words seems to be more challenging for children in deep orthographies (e.g. English), 
in which there is an irregular correspondence between graphemes and phonemes 
compared to semi-transparent (e.g. Swedish) and shallow (e.g. Italian) orthographies. It 
can therefore take longer for children to master the grapheme-phoneme correspondence 
rules in deep orthographies, whereas this process can develop much faster in shallow 
orthographies with regular correspondences (Seymour et al., 2003).   

Bilinguals’ reading is mainly investigated either in their L1 or in their L2 (e.g. 
Chiappe et al., 2002). In some cases in which both languages were analysed, a combination 
of standardised and non-standardised tests were used (e.g. Arab-Moghaddam & Sénéchal, 
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2001). Furthermore, most papers that have examined bilinguals’ reading across both 
languages have either studied two non-Latin scripts, for example, Arabic and Hebrew (e.g. 
Bishara & Weiss, 2017), two Latin scripts such as English and Spanish (e.g. Miller et al., 
2006), or one alphabetic and one non-alphabetic script, such as English and Chinese (e.g. 
Tong & McBride-Chang, 2010). Moreover, studies have mainly focused on children who 
had English as their first or second language (e.g. Pasquarella et al., 2014). Also, most 
children in these studies were in the early stages of their reading development (i.e. pre-
school up to year 2) (e.g. Caravolas et al., 2012). Thus, more research is needed on different 
orthographies (particularly those that are under-researched) in bilinguals (particularly in 
older children).  

Writing fluency is explained as “the end product of all the writing processes” (Olive 
et al., 2009: 305). That is to say, a study of writing fluency can show how more or less 
demanding it is for writers to translate and transcribe their ideas into written form in a 
language.  

A number of factors such as writers’ linguistic and cognitive skills, their reading 
and writing practices and experience could play a role in higher or lower writing fluency 
(e.g. Lindgren et al., 2008). Hence, exploring children’s writing fluency and the reading, 
linguistic and cognitive skills that might contribute to writing fluency could provide some 
information on how these skills could be understood and related to writing fluency, and 
whether similar or different patterns could be observed across different languages and 
years.  

Studies that have investigated writing fluency and/or the linguistic and the 
associated cognitive skills have mainly focused on monolingual children (e.g. Alves & 
Limpo, 2015; Palmer, 2010). Few studies on bilinguals have focused on adults (e.g. Bonzo, 
2008) and have mainly investigated only one of their languages (e.g. Peng et al., 2020). In 
addition, these papers have mostly included bilinguals with two Latin scripts such as 
English and German (e.g. Bonzo, 2008) or bilinguals who wrote in one alphabetic and one 
non-alphabetic script, such as English and Chinese (e.g. Peng et al., 2020). Furthermore, 
English has usually been one of the participants’ languages (e.g. Friginal et al., 2014). 
Thus, further research is needed in languages other than English and in bilingual children 
who write in, for example, two different alphabetic scripts.  

Bilinguals who are able to read and write in two different languages can be regarded 
as multicompetent writers. The multicompetence perspective (Cook, 1991) regards 
bilinguals as multicompetent individuals who can use knowledge from their L1 with their 
L2, and vice versa. Studies that have drawn on the multicompetence perspective to 
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investigate writing in bilinguals have mainly focused on adults (e.g. Kobayashi & Rinnert, 
2013). In addition, studies conducted on adults and a few studies on children have focused 
on individuals for whom English was one of their languages (e.g. Kobayashi & Rinnert, 
2013; Lindgren et al., 2017). Furthermore, these studies have only focused on typically 
developing individuals and have only investigated their writing product (final text) (e.g. 
Lindgren & Stevenson, 2013). For most children, reading requires no effort. However, 
some children encounter RD. We need to understand how bilingual biscriptal children 
with RD might use their knowledge about writing in both languages.  

Bilingual children are often instructed and assessed in a language other than their 
mother tongue (Dockrell et al., 2021: 1–2). Examining both languages allows us to 
separate the possible differences in performance that could be attributed to limited input, 
language use, reading and writing practices and experience from difficulties stemming 
from underlying deficiencies in language (e.g. phonological difficulties) and cognition. The 
difficulties resulting from limited exposure and instruction can be expected to be found in 
only one of the languages, whereas problems that derive from an underlying deficiency 
influence both of the children’s languages (Salameh, 2003; Hedman, 2009; Marinis & 
Armon-Lotem, 2015; Öztekin, 2019). 
 
Aims of the dissertation 
 
This study aims to explore children’s writing and reading in L1 (Persian) and L2 (Swedish). 
In particular, the following research questions were addressed: 

 
1. How can children’s writing fluency and word reading in L1 and L2 be described? 
2. What factors affect children’s writing fluency and word reading in L1 and L2? 
3. How do children with RD construct meaning when writing in L1 and L2? 

 
This dissertation adds new perspectives to reading and writing studies of bilingual 

biscriptal children with and without RD as it used standardised tests to examine the 
linguistic and cognitive skills that could be related to word reading and writing fluency 
across both languages. Furthermore, writing processes and the writing product of these 
children were explored using logging methodologies (EP) across their L1 and their L2. This 
dissertation also explored how two bilingual children with RD could present themselves 
in their writing across their languages. To my knowledge, studies that have used 
standardised tests and logging tools to investigate bilingual children’s word reading and 
writing fluency across two different alphabetic scripts are scarce. Further, the few studies 
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that have analysed how bilingual children construct meaning in their writing have neither 
focused on children who write in two different alphabetic scripts nor focused on children 
with RD.  

 
Outline  
 
This dissertation comprises seven chapters and four appended papers. Following this 
introduction, the second chapter provides information about the social and linguistic 
contexts that were important to consider in the present dissertation. The third chapter 
reviews the relevant literature and theoretical frameworks for the studies. Chapter four 
captures the materials and methodological approaches that were used to collect and 
analyse the data. The fifth chapter summarises the core results of each paper. Chapter six 
discusses the main findings. The seventh chapter offers educational implications that 
could be useful for mother tongue teachers and parents of Persian-Swedish bilingual 
children. It also contains the concluding remarks of this study.  
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Contexts of the study 
 
Social context and mother tongue instruction 
 
In 2020, around 142,000 people living in Sweden were from Iran or Afghanistan 
(Befolkningsstatistik, 2021). People from Iran speak Farsi and people from Afghanistan 
speak Dari. Persian (Farsi/Dari) is considered to be one of the top 10 languages spoken by 
minorities in Sweden (SOU, 2019).   

In Sweden, children whose parents speak a language other than Swedish are 
entitled to participate in weekly mother tongue classes. These classes last for around one 
hour (Ganuza & Hedman, 2017). According to SOU (2019), from 2017–2018, 9682 
Persian-Swedish children from years 1–9 participated in mother tongue instruction. 
Mother tongue instruction is mainly organised as an afternoon or evening activity after 
the children have finished at school (Ganuza & Hedman, 2017). During this short time 
frame, mother tongue teachers are required to follow a thick syllabus comprising aspects 
of oracy, literacy and culture. Observations by Ganuza and Hedman (2015) demonstrated 
that mother tongue teachers in Sweden mainly focused on reading rather than writing 
activities.  

Mother tongue teachers may be from different educational backgrounds. Some of 
them might have completed educational training programmes in their home countries or 
in Sweden. Other teachers might have studied totally different subjects, while some might 
not even have a university degree but are able to speak the language. For example, one of 
the mother tongue teachers in this dissertation had a bachelor’s degree in art from Iran 
and the other teacher was on a teacher training programme in Sweden.  

 

Linguistic context 
 
Swedish has a Latin-based script and is written from left to right. There are 29 letters in 
the Swedish alphabet. Three letters are written with the diacritics ä, å, ö (Håkansson & 
Norrby, 2010). These three characters look similar to two other characters a and o in 
Swedish and are regarded as confusing for second language learners (Olofsson, 2003). 
There are many compound words in Swedish of varying length (Hedlund, Pirkola, & 
Järvelin, 2001; Olofsson, 2003). Swedish has a semi-transparent orthography (Seymour 
et al., 2003). It is both polyphonic, meaning that some graphemes can represent more 
than one phoneme (e.g. <g> as /g/ in gata (street) and /j/ in göra (do)) and polygraphic, 

because some phonemes can be represented by more than one grapheme (e.g. /ɧ/ as <stj 
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> in stjärna (star), <skj> in skjorta (shirt), and <sj> in sju (seven)) (“Swedish 
orthography,” 2019).  

Persian is a modified version of Arabic script, which is written from right to left 
(Khanlari, 1979). Persian has six vowels: three short and three long vowels. The short 

vowels are orthographically shown by diacritics (ِ  /ɛ/, ُ  /o/, َ /æ/ ) during early literacy 
acquisition and are removed from textbooks from year 2. However, long vowels ( یا /i/ 

وا /u:/ آ/a/) are always written in Persian (Baluch, 2006; Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2009). Some 
scholars argue that Persian has a mixed orthography as it can be regarded as a shallow 
orthography when short vowels are present (e.g. قِقَحُم  (researcher)) or when a word 
contains only long consonants (e.g. زیم  (table)). It can also have a deep orthography when 
short vowels are absent (e.g. ققحم  (researcher)) (Rahbari & Sénéchal, 2009). There are 32 
letters in the Persian alphabet and many of these letters are formed by adding or removing 
dots below or above certain characters such as ,/t/ت ,/p/ پ ,/s/ ث ,/dʒ/ ج  /h/ح ,/X/خ ,/∫t/ چ
and by adding or removing a line above these two characters /k/ ک  .g/ (Sadeghi, 2013)/ گ

In Persian, 28 letters are Arabic letters and the other four letters:  /ʒ/ژ,/p/پ,/∫t/چ ,/g/ گ
are not used in Arabic. The grapheme-phoneme correspondence rule is very regular when 
reading in Persian as each grapheme only represents one phoneme. Thus, Persian is not 
polyphonic. However, Persian is considered polygraphic when writing because some 
phonemes can be represented by more than one grapheme (e.g. z /z/ ظ ,ز ,ذ ,ض ) (Arab-
Moghaddam & Sénéchal, 2001).   

In this dissertation, it has been important to consider the orthographic features of 
these two scripts in the analysis. For example, whether the absence of short vowels could 
impact word reading (study I) or predictors of writing fluency (study III) in Persian. 
Persian and Swedish orthographic features were also considered when choosing 
measurements to assess writing fluency in study II, as short vowels are written in Swedish 
but not in Persian or that compound words are more common in Swedish compared to 
Persian. Thus, we expected to find more characters in Swedish and more words in Persian. 
Furthermore, it has allowed me to understand how these orthographic features could 
influence children’s writing fluency (studies II and IV).  
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Literature background and conceptual framework 
 
Reading and writing 
 
This section touches upon theories, models and studies that have been carried out 
analysing children’s reading and writing. It provides an insight into what has been 
conducted in this field and which aspects have been neglected or been given less attention. 
 
Word reading 
 
Models of word reading (dual-route and connectionist) 
 
One of the most influential word reading models is the dual-route approach. Coltheart 
(2005) views word recognition as a process which entails transforming strings of letters 
into phonological representations or meaning. According to this theory, two routes are 
used when we read words: non-lexical (phonological) and lexical (orthographic) routes. 
The former is essential for reading acquisition and possibly more effective for decoding 
non-words (e.g. lare) or unfamiliar words as they could be decoded through the 
phonological system that involves grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules for 
translating print into pronunciation. The non-lexical route could incorrectly read irregular 
words that do not follow conventional correspondence rules (e.g. have), though it seems 
to be able to correctly read regular words that follow conventional grapheme-phoneme 
rules (e.g. pan). The lexical route is more effective and aids reading processes for familiar 
and, in particular, irregular words as they could be read by directly mapping the print into 
semantic representations (Castles, 2006; Coltheart et al., 2001). Share (1995) expanded 
the dual-route model by proposing a self-teaching hypothesis, which suggests that the 
non-lexical route could facilitate the development of the lexical route. Based on this 
hypothesis, word reading mainly depends on connecting graphemes to their 
corresponding phonemes (in other words, the non-lexical route). However, as the reader 
gains more reading experience and expands his orthographic knowledge, the word reading 
process becomes more “lexicalised”. In this case, the reader can store and retrieve the 
distinct orthographic information of each word. In such cases, the acquisition of 
orthographic representations depends on how effectively the reader can connect each 
grapheme to its corresponding phoneme. Thus, children slowly shift to a more effective 
and less demanding reading strategy (Share, 1995).  

Another dominant model in reading research is the connectionist triangle model 
(Plaut et al., 1996). This computational model shows that there is a collaborative and 
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competitive interrelation between vast numbers of simple neuron-like processing units 
(Plaut, 2005: 24). Like the dual-route model, the triangle model also comprises two 
pathways, phonological and semantic, to read words. However, in this model, no pathway 
specifically addresses irregular words or non-words. On the phonological pathway, the 
orthographic representation maps onto the phonological representation, whereas on the 
semantic pathway this mapping between orthographic and phonological representations 
occurs via semantic representation. Similar to the early stages of children’s reading 
acquisition, the computer network’s resources were dedicated to creating relationships 
between orthography and phonology. In this view, unskilled reading could only process 
information sequentially, whereas skilled reading might process information in a more 
parallel manner (Plaut, 2005). As the training progressed, the model relied less on the 
mapping of orthographic-phonological representations and was more dependent on 
mapping between orthographic and phonological representations via semantic 
representation in order to read words. Over time, networks that were trained via the 
semantic pathway could read more quickly than networks that read via the phonological 
pathway. It is assumed that this pattern is similar to skilled readers who can read more 
effectively with semantic support (Plaut et al., 1996; Powell et al., 2006). Successful word 
reading requires both good decoding and orthographic information. In this case, the 
reader can access entry to the mental lexicon via both phonological (grapheme-phoneme 
correspondence rule) and semantic pathways.   

These two influential models demonstrate the significance of phonological, 
orthographic and semantic representations in word reading. Regarding the dual-route 
model, a phonological decoding task (reading non-words) was used to assess the 
participants’ decoding, which is associated with the phonological route. The participants’ 
orthographic representation was analysed through word reading tasks and their semantic 
knowledge was explored through vocabulary knowledge tasks in study I.  

According to the Simple View of Reading (SVR) model, word reading and linguistic 
comprehension are two significant components that play important roles in reading 
comprehension (Tunmer & Greaney, 2010). In recent decades, research has investigated 
linguistic and cognitive skills that can predict children’s word reading and reading 
comprehension.  
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Word reading predictors 
 
Regarding word reading, phonological processing such as phonemic awareness (PA), 
rapid automated naming (RAN), decoding and vocabulary knowledge have been found to 
be important predictors of word reading. For example, a meta-review by Melby-Lervåg 
and colleagues (2012) demonstrated that PA is a significant contributor to individual 
variation in the beginning stages of word reading acquisition. Studies have shown that in 
shallow scripts, the predictive power of PA decreases after early reading development, 
whereas after this stage it remains a significant predictor in deep orthographies (e.g. 
Bellocchi et al., 2017; Caravolas et al., 2012; Moll et al., 2014). Furthermore, research has 
found that RAN can be a distinctive longitudinal predictor of word reading acquisition in 
both shallow and deep scripts (e.g. Comeau et al., 1999; Caravolas et al., 2012). In addition, 
the effect of PA could rely on the nature of tasks (e.g. elision versus blending) (Farran, 
2012). Some scholars have argued that RAN can be more predictive than PA after early 
reading acquisition in shallow orthographies (De Jong & Van der Leij, 1999; Georgiou et 
al., 2008; Landerl & Wimmer, 2008). In addition, RAN seems to be more related to 
reading fluency (Moll et al., 2014), whereas PA can be more associated with reading 
accuracy (Wimmer et al., 1991). A strong association between phonological decoding and 
word reading has been observed in various years and languages with varying orthographic 
depth (Swanson et al., 2003; Høien-Tengesdal & Tønnessen, 2011).  

Regarding the contribution of vocabulary knowledge to word reading, Latin scripts 
have shown that vocabulary could be a reliable predictor of word reading in older children 
across different scripts (e.g. Bellocchi, et al., 2017; Proctor et al., 2012). Vocabulary 
knowledge can also be significant for reading comprehension at this stage (for a review, 
see Carlisle & Kearns, 2017).  

Regarding linguistic and reading comprehension, a longitudinal study conducted 
by Lervåg and colleagues (2018) demonstrated that the shared variance between verbal 
working memory, inference, grammar and vocabulary knowledge were significant 
predictors of linguistic and reading comprehension. Furthermore, they found that 
linguistic comprehension can be regarded as a reliable predictor of early and later 
development of reading comprehension.  

In order to improve their reading and therefore be capable of reading and 
understanding written text, children should master word reading (Coltheart, 2006). In 
sum, studies that have investigated word reading in children have shown that phonological 
processing such as PA, RAN, phonological decoding are reliable predictors of word 
reading, furthermore vocabulary has been identified as an important contributor in later 
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stages of reading development. However, the power of these predictors can vary across 
languages with different orthographic depth, and with reading experience (e.g. before or 
after early reading acquisition) (e.g. Bowey, 2005). Thus, the importance of these 
predictors can vary across different years and orthographies. Study I in this dissertation 
contributes to previous research by exploring the relationships between PA, RAN, 
phonological decoding, vocabulary knowledge and word reading in bilingual biscriptal 
children in years 4–9.  
 

Writing  
 
Flower and Hayes  
  
Flower and Hayes (1981) designed an influential writing model. Their cognitive writing 
model was originally designed from think-aloud protocols and has been developed over 
the years. In the model, writing was regarded as a problem-solving process comprising 
three components: task environment, the writer’s long-term memory (LTM) and three 
writing processes: planning, translating and reviewing. According to the model, writing 
occurs in three different stages: “Pre-writing” (planning) involves the stage prior to the 
appearance of words. “Writing” (composing) refers to the stage in which the writer 
translates his/her ideas into linguistic components, and “re-writing” (revising) is about 
altering the final product. These three stages occur continuously. In the initial model, the 
three writing processes were under the control of the monitor (Flower & Hayes, 1981) and 
were regarded as high-level processes. The model has been criticised for the minimal 
attention given to low-level processes such as transcription (e.g. Sumner, 2013).  

As research broadened our knowledge of cognitive skills and processes, as well as 
aspects that could play an important role during writing, this model has also been 
expanded over the years. For example, Baddeley (1986) highlighted the significance of 
WM capacity for retaining information and conducting cognitive processes. Hayes (2000) 
discussed the important role of motivation and incorporated both WM and motivation in 
the model. Hayes and Chenoweth (2006) demonstrated that WM affected the 
transcription process during writing. In 2012, Hayes proposed a revised version of the 
model comprising three levels: control, process and resource. In the revised version of the 
model, he excluded the monitor, the planning and revision processes and added 
motivation to the control level, the transcription process to the task environment and WM 
to the resource level.  
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Writing schemas, illustrated on the control level, concern the body of knowledge 
stored in the individual’s LTM about different parts of written tasks such as revising, 
summarising and collaborating. Motivation is described as having an impact on goal 
setting. The process level comprises writing processes and task environment. During 
writing processes, the writer generates ideas (proposer), translates them into linguistic 
components and transcribes them by hand or through a keyboard into written product. 
The writer constantly evaluates (reviews and revises) the ideas, linguistic components and 
product (text). Also, in this model, the type of task affects the ideas that are generated. The 
original model incorporated the LTM as a source of accessing the writer’s knowledge of 
the topic, a potential reader and different writing plans were incorporated (Flower & 
Hayes, 1981). The model has included more components on the resource level over the 
decades and in the recent model lists attention, reading, LTM and WM. 

This model has been criticised for not having a developmental perspective. 
Furthermore, it does not take into account RD. However, it is one of the most influential 
models and has been used in multiple studies, including studies of experienced 
(Chenoweth and Hayes, 2001) and inexperienced bi/multilinguals (e.g. Knospe, 2017). I 
have used this model in this dissertation as it takes into account reading as a resource 
when a written task is being produced. Studies have shown that reading can enhance 
vocabulary knowledge and genre structures. This type of knowledge is useful and can be 
used when producing a text (Cunningham & Stanovich, 2001). Reading was used in study 
II to investigate exposure in the participants’ home environment. The participants’ lexical 
retrieval across both languages was also examined. Furthermore, components on the 
resource level that could impact writing fluency, such as vocabulary knowledge 
presumably stored in the LTM, word reading and WM, were investigated in study III.  
 
Simple view of writing 
 
In this model, writing development is illustrated as a triangle with WM as a centre that 
supports other components such as transcription, text generation and executive functions, 
which are presented as vertices in the triangle (Berninger et al., 2002).  

During transcription, low-level processes such as handwriting, typing and spelling 
are considered as instruments for transcribing the verbal language into the written 
language (Berninger, 2000). In an alphabetic language, young writers understand that 
they can use spelling to represent the speech sounds in print. They acquire the letters, use 
the grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules and try to write them down accurately and, 
after more experience and training, it demands minimal attention and help from the WM 
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in order to spell automatically (for further information about handwriting development, 
see Graham et., 1998).  

Children begin with the text generation process as they learn to write letters 
(Berninger, 2000). During this process, the writer needs to generate ideas and translate 
them into linguistic representations in the WM, prior to transcribing them into print 
through handwriting or typing. In this case, problems with transcription or associated 
cognitive processes can impact the development of text generation (Berninger, 2000; 
Berninger et al., 1994). The writer might revise his ideas as he reads the written text. Text 
generation occurs at word, sentence and paragraph levels and writers can have varied 
competence in translating ideas into print language at each of these levels (e.g. Berninger 
et al., 1994). Children’s text length increases with school experience (Berninger et al., 
1996). Inexperienced writers rarely compose irrelevant text or repeat the preceding text, 
which could result in incoherent text (Berninger, 2000). However, they would often 
rewrite part of the preceding proposition, such as “I like -------” with new words in the 
blank space a couple of times. In contrast, older children wrote their preceding texts using 
different words. Qualifications such as altering the preceding text and contrasts were more 
common after year 6. Generalisations were observed at an older age (Berninger et al., 
1996).  

The last component in this model is the executive function, which requires the 
cooperation of a number of processes such as conscious attention, planning, reviewing, 
revising and strategies for self-regulation (e.g. Berninger, 1999). For example, the writer 
might plan in advance or at the time of producing the text. Reviewing is another process 
that might occur as the writer produces his text or can be conducted after finishing the 
text. Inexperienced writers tend not to revise their texts (Berninger & Swanson, 1994) 
without extra support (Beal, 1996).  

According to this model, the WM controls the coordination of text generation, 
transcription and executive functions. In this case, the transcription and executive 
functions at the bottom aid the text generation process with the assistance of the WM 
(Berninger et al., 2002). The automation of low-level processes such as transcription frees 
up WM capacity, meaning more resources will be available for high-level processes such 
as planning and revising (McCutchen, 1996). 

The simple view of writing model has received some criticism in recent decades. 
For example, Sumner (2013) argues that the text generation process is not well-developed 
in this model as it does not represent how the writer’s vocabulary knowledge is used during 
this process, while vocabulary knowledge can impact children’s writing fluency (Fellner & 
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Apple, 2006). Furthermore, the association between sub-components has not been fully 
discussed (Sumner, 2013). Further research is required in order to assess all the 
components in this model across different years (Poch & Lembke, 2017).  
 
 
Writing processes and text  
 
Writing is a complex activity as numerous linguistic and cognitive skills are involved in 
producing a text. Writers need to take into account the requirements of the task, as well 
as the genre and audience. The writer also has to generate and orchestrate ideas 
systematically, translate them into linguistic components (bearing in mind, for example, 
the morphosyntactic rules and vocabulary of that orthography) and use a pen or keyboard 
to transcribe these linguistic components into text. The writer needs to constantly assess 
the written text and, if required, re-write, substitute, delete and add these linguistic 
components to the text (Chenoweth & Hayes, 2001; Hayes, 2012). Taking into account all 
of these factors, learning to write requires patience, time and practice. It can be an 
effortless task for some people, while a few people find it more difficult.  

In their first few years of school, children develop their transcription skills. 
Children’s transcription has been analysed through, for example, writing accuracy (e.g. 
spelling, capitalisation, punctuation). Once low-level processes, such as in transcription, 
become automated, it will be possible to devote more cognitive capacity to other processes, 
for example, idea generation and translation (Hayes, 2012). Thus, the analysis of 
transcription skills can be more suitable for younger children in their early literacy stage 
(e.g. Sumner, 2013). 

One of the perspectives that has been analysed in writing research on the text level, 
particularly in bi/multilinguals, is how they construct meaning in their writing across 
languages. For example, Lindgren and colleagues (2017) used the multicompetence 
perspective to examine how typically developing multilingual children share their 
knowledge across languages in writing. They found that children used similar rhetorical 
devices in their L1, L2 and L3. Reports that have examined both languages of bilinguals 
have mainly focused on Latin scripts, in particular, English as L1 or L2 (e.g. Chenoweth & 
Hayes, 2001). A number of studies have examined one alphabetic and one non-alphabetic 
script such as English and Japanese (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2012). Furthermore, most of 
these papers have focused on typically developing bilingual children.  

Less attention has been paid to the analysis of the writing process in L1 and L2. 
However, the development of logging tools has also made it possible to analyse individuals’ 
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writing processes such as fluency, pauses, revisions and burst lengths (e.g. Mackie et al., 
2013; Spelman Miller et al., 2008), providing another dimension. For example, it can 
provide insight into which parts of the text and ideas were less demanding for the writers 
to produce so they did not produce any pauses and wrote them fluently. We can also 
understand which ideas and parts of the text were more challenging, disrupted writing 
fluency and resulted in pauses. We can also see the choices that the writer made that did 
not make it to the final product as the writer revised. It could also be investigated whether 
these revisions were local, i.e. surface changes such as correcting a misspelling, or whether 
they were global, such as changing the content, which could also change the direction of 
the theme (Sullivan & Lindgren, 2006). Analysis of writing processes are fruitful as they 
can provide insight into how the writer composed a text.  

Writing fluency has been considered “the end product of all the writing processes” 
(Olive et al., 2009: 305), meaning it can assess dimensions that require either more or less 
effort for writers. For example, writers can be very fluent if they are experienced in a 
specific genre and language, whereas writing fluency could be impeded if writers are not 
acquainted with a keyboard, lack proficiency in the language or have not developed 
transcription skills (such as spelling). Thus, writing fluency can differ across the languages 
of bilinguals. A writing fluency assessment can also provide useful information as to how 
children’s education in L1 and L2 impacts bilingual children’s writing across both 
languages.  

Most papers that have studied writing fluency have either focused on monolingual 
children (e.g. Alves & Limpo, 2015) or bilingual adults (e.g. Chenoweth & Hayes, 2001). 
Furthermore, reports on bilinguals with two different scripts have particularly focused on 
English as L1 or L2 and have covered two Latin scripts such as Swedish and English 
(Lindgren et al., 2008) or one alphabetic (English) and one non-alphabetic script 
(Japanese) (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013). Study II analysed the writing fluency of children 
in two different alphabetic scripts; Persian and Swedish. Writing fluency can be measured 
on both the process level (e.g. total number of words per second) and in the final product 
(e.g. total number of words). We investigated writing fluency on both process levels and 
in the final texts. An investigation of bursts in texts can also be informative in terms of 
what might stop fluency in writing. For example, it could be assumed that orthographic 
features such as writing diacritics (e.g. dots) on the letters might create pauses. Thus, this 
aspect was also included in the analysis of the three case studies (study II). Furthermore, 
reading, linguistic and cognitive skills that could affect writing fluency were investigated 
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in study III. The last paper in this dissertation, study IV, also examined burst lengths, 
pauses and revisions produced by the two participants with RD.  
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Reading difficulties: reading, writing, linguistic and cognitive 
challenges  
 
The challenges faced by children with word reading difficulties change across school years. 
In early reading acquisition, children with word reading difficulties struggle to learn 
letters and the grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. They have poor phonemic 
awareness, word reading and spelling. In middle school, they read slowly and show word 
reading difficulties particularly when reading unfamiliar words. They also have problems 
with spelling. During their teen years and adulthood, their reading and writing speed is 
often slow (Rose, 2009). 

One of the theories that has been dominant and investigated in numerous studies 
of children with dyslexia and poor readers is the phonological deficit hypothesis 
(Stanovich, 1988). Studies have shown that many poor readers have difficulties with 
phonological processing, particularly with phonemic awareness (Melby-Lervåg et al., 
2012). However, there is no general consensus as to whether other aspects such as RAN 
and verbal short-term memory should be included in this account. Furthermore, not all 
poor readers have phonological difficulties (for a review, see Elliott & Grigorenko, 2014).  

The double deficit hypothesis (Wolf & Bowers, 1999) proposes that children with 
dyslexia not only experience phonological deficits but also have difficulties rapidly naming 
a number of visual stimuli such as objects, letters and digits. These problems could be 
more related to reading speed, whereas phonemic awareness can be more associated with 
reading accuracy (e.g. Moll et al., 2014). However, some scholars have argued that reading 
speed requires the cooperation of a number of mechanisms such as perceptual, attentional 
and naming processes that facilitate a correct and quick connection between visual stimuli 
and phonological codes (for a review, see Elliott & Grigorenko, 2014).   

According to the simple view of reading model (Tunmer & Greaney, 2010; Gough 
& Tunmer, 1986), both word recognition and linguistic comprehension are necessary to 
develop reading comprehension. This model proposes that RD could be attributed to one 
of these conditions: poor word recognition and/or poor linguistic comprehension, which 
could result in three different categories of RD. The first group concerns children with 
specific word reading difficulties who have good linguistic comprehension, i.e. they have 
a good understanding of text content when they can listen to it. However, they struggle 
with decoding and word reading accuracy. The second group involves children with poor 
comprehension who have no problem with phonological processing, decoding and word 
reading accuracy but have difficulty comprehending a text. They have issues with linguistic 
comprehension (both listening and reading comprehension). Their poor vocabulary and 
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grammatical knowledge make it difficult for them to understand written texts (e.g. Catts 
et al., 2006). The third group involves children with mixed reading difficulty (MRD) (Catts 
& Kamhi, 2005) who have difficulties in both word reading and linguistic comprehension, 
affecting both their reading and listening comprehension. Children with poor 
comprehension and MRD have problems in several language domains, including 
semantics, inferencing, syntax and morphology (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997; Nettelbladt & 
Salameh, 2007). Also, children with MRD often have problems in phonological processing 
(McArthur & Castles, 2013).  

Research has emphasised the importance of analysing both languages of bilinguals 
as language and cognitive deficits influence both L1 and L2 (e.g. Marinis & Armon- 
Lotem, 2015). Thus, RD should be observed across both languages. If these difficulties are 
only found in one language, this could be due to a lack of exposure and insufficient 
education in that language (Marinis & Armon-Lotem, 2015). Thus, in study IV, drawing 
on the simple view of reading model, I analysed the participants’ word reading, decoding 
and linguistic comprehension across both languages to identify participants with RD. I 
identified one participant with poor word recognition (PWR) and one participant with 
MRD. Regarding children’s texts, an analysis of meaning-making has not been conducted 
in bilingual biscriptal children with RD. Another aspect that has not been investigated in 
L1 and L2 writing of bilingual biscriptal children with RD is writing processes such as 
pause and revision behaviours. Thus, in study IV I combined these two aspects and 
analysed how these two participants created meaning as they composed their texts in each 
language and genre. This study therefore adds a new dimension to the studies in this field 
by investigating children’s writing on both text and process levels in two different 
alphabetic scripts.  
 
Bilingualism 
 
This section starts by presenting how different perspectives on bilingualism have evolved. 
I then explain the different definitions of bilingualism, how they have changed and which 
definition is employed in the present dissertation. It is important to discuss the historical 
perspectives here so that the reader understands how research in this field has evolved 
and why I have chosen the theories and definitions that are included in this dissertation.  

 
Perspectives on bilingualism 
 
Traditionally, bilinguals were seen as “two monolinguals” with “native-like control of two 
languages” (Bloomfield, 1933: 56). Their linguistic knowledge was constantly compared to 
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monolinguals in the target language (for a review, see Grosjean, 1989). Bilingualism had 
negative connotations as the research mainly focused on bilinguals’ linguistic and 
cognitive deficits (e.g. Gollan et al., 2007). In this traditional view, researchers first used 
the term interference for “instances of language deviation from the norms of either 
language which occur in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more 
than one language” (Weinreich, 1953: 1). Later, the term transfer was used. Transfer 
referred to “the influence resulting from similarities and differences between the target 
language and any other language that has been previously (and perhaps imperfectly) 
acquired” (Odlin, 1989: 27). In this view, bilinguals transferred their linguistic knowledge 
from one part of the brain to the other. The transfer could be both positive or negative (for 
a review, see Murphy, 2003). Another model that was proposed in this direction was the 
inhibitory control model with the idea that one language is activated while the other 
language is deactivated (Green, 1998). In line with these perspectives was the view that 
bilinguals switch codes. This notion was introduced by a number of linguists in the 1950s 
(Weinreich, 1953, Vogt, 1954, Haugen, 1956). Code switching implied the shift across 
languages and/or language registers. Haugen (1956: 40) explained that code switching 
occurs when a bilingual uses a totally different word from another language in 
conversation. All these views have been questioned and criticised for regarding bilinguals’ 
languages as two separate systems (e.g. Otheguy et al., 2015; Cook, 2016). 

Later, in 1985, Grosjean proposed new views and argued that it was time for 
researchers to leave this “fractional view” that saw bilinguals as “two monolinguals in one 
person” (p. 19) who possess separate and disintegrated language skills. Instead, Grosjean 
(1985) explained that bilinguals have unique and distinct language skills. This notion of 
bilingualism paved the way for the development of new theories and models such as the 
multicompetence perspective (Cook, 1992), the Dual-Iceberg Representation of Bilingual 
Proficiency model (Cummins, 1981) and the integration continuum model (Cook, 2003), 
which view that, to varying degrees, bilinguals use their knowledge between their 
languages. I share this view in this dissertation. Thus, these theories and models will be 
discussed more thoroughly in the coming sections. For example, in study IV, I have 
specifically used the multicompetence perspective and the Dual-Iceberg Representation 
of Bilingual Proficiency model to discuss L1 and L2 writing of two bilingual children with 
RD.  
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Definitions of bilingualism 
 
There are multiple definitions of bilingualism stemming from the various perspectives of 
researchers on bilingualism and bilingual education. In the traditional view of 
bilingualism, researchers proposed different definitions based on the degrees of 
bilingualism. Some of these definitions have compared bilinguals’ proficiency with 
monolingual/native speakers of L1 and/or L2. For example, Bloomfield (1933) considered 
a bilingual to be someone who speaks both languages like a native speaker. Later, Haugen 
(1956:7) defined bilingualism as when an individual is able to “produce complete 
meaningful utterances in the other language”. In a similar vein, Lambert and colleagues 
(1959) used the term balanced bilingual to refer to individuals who are fully proficient in 
both L1 and L2. Some researchers have used the term dominant bilingual, which refers to 
bilinguals who are more proficient in one language than another. In this context, the term 
less dominant language has also been used. The term passive bilinguals has also been 
observed in studies that see bilinguals who are slowly losing proficiency in one language 
as they do not use it that often (for review see Ng et al., 2007). Hansegard (1968) used the 
term semilingualism to refer to bilinguals with limited proficiency in both L1 and L2.  

The definitions changed as research on bilingualism departed from this traditional 
view and focused on context. In this case, studies used primary contexts and secondary 
contexts. The former refers to situations in which a child acquires both L1 and L2 without 
any formal instruction (also known as natural bilingualism), whereas the latter refers to 
situations in which a child acquires L2 through formal instruction (also referred to as 
school bilingualism) (e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas, 1981).  

Once again, the definitions and terminologies changed as research moved from 
focusing on context to age of acquisition. For example, the terms early and late bilinguals 
have been used in some studies. The former refers to individuals who are exposed to both 
L1 and L2 before adolescence and the latter refers to individuals who learn the second 
language after adolescence (Ng et al., 2007). Garcia (2009) later used the term emergent 
bilinguals, which mainly referred to minorities in the US who acquire English as an 
additional language, irrespective of their age.  

Some studies developed new terms and definitions that focused on the domain of 
use. For example, Fishman (1972) used the term domain to explain how bilinguals 
categorise their language use. In this perspective, domains often impact the language 
variety and style utilised (Ng et al., 2007: 14). Fishman (1972) recognised five different 
domains: family, friendship, religion, education and employment. In a similar vein, 
Kormi-Nouri and colleagues (2003, 2008) defined bilinguals as individuals who use one 
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language at home and another at school on a daily basis. This is the definition that has 
been used throughout this dissertation as the participants mainly spoke Persian at home 
(particularly with their parents) and attended Swedish schools with Swedish as the 
language of instruction.  

 
Biliteracy 
 
Some children who are surrounded by scripts from different languages learn to read and 
write in those languages. They also have different attitudes and values regarding these 
different reading and writing practices, such as in how they are connected with identities 
and social positions (García et al., 2008: 3). Children acquire their bilingual and biliterate 
skills via a dynamic process with help from the people in their lives, for example, in home 
and school environments (Reyes, 2012). As was the case with the definition of 
bilingualism, different definitions are also used for biliteracy. For example, Fishman 
(1980: 49) defined biliteracy as mastery of reading and writing in two languages. Dworin 
(2003: 171) defined biliteracy as “children’s literate competencies in two languages, to 
whatever degree, developed either simultaneously or successively”.  

During the 1980s, one view was that children first need to acquire literacy in L1 
before L2, which was referred to as sequential biliteracy (e.g. Wong, Fillmore & Valadez, 
1986; Collier & Thomas, 1989). However, some studies had introduced simultaneous 
biliteracy and shown that children in, for example, Canada could learn literacy in L1 
(English) and L2 (French) at the same time without any problems (e.g. Cummins, 1979; 
Lambert & Tucker, 1972). Many biliteracy studies have focused on literacy mainly in the 
second language and both sequential and simultaneous biliteracy perspectives regarded 
each language as being acquired separately, even if it occurs simultaneously (for a review, 
see García et al., 2008).  

From a sociocultural perspective, biliteracy entails children utilising their language 
and cultural experience to create meaning at home (e.g. with parents and siblings) and at 
school (with teachers and classmates) (Whitmore et al., 2004). Gutiérrez and colleagues 
(2010: 338) emphasised the significance of extending our knowledge of the social and 
cognitive complexities of becoming biliteral so we can support children in expanding their 
practices and ensure they are fully involved in literacy practices across different contexts.  

When bilinguals become biliterates, they are required to form a complex 
relationship between their knowledge from the home and school environment (e.g. 
Schwarzer, 2001; Tabors et al., 2002). Children who use two different scripts, such as 
Persian and Swedish, in their writing need to be more aware of the various kinds of 
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characters and series of strokes that create these characters (Datta, 2000; Minns, 1997, 
cited in Hall et al., 2003).  

A “biliterate” in, for example, Spanish and Italian might only be able to read Latin 
scripts without any problems (Bunčić, 2016), whereas in Swedish and in Persian, for 
example, it is necessary to know two scripts (e.g. Latin and Arabic) in order to read. I have 
used the term bilingual biscriptal to describe the participants in this dissertation as they 
were not only able to speak and understand the oral language in Persian and Swedish but 
could also read and write in these two different scripts.   

 
The multicompetence perspective 
 
In light of research that viewed bilinguals as having separate and disintegrated language 
skills (e.g. Bloomfield, 1933), Cook argued that bilinguals only have one head (2016) and 
introduced the multicompetence theory as having “knowledge of two languages in one 
mind” (2008:17). Cook (1992) also argued that a bilingual has one common mental lexicon 
for both languages and L1 and L2 competence are connected and merged. Thus, 
multicompetence does not view bilinguals’ languages as distinct but rather as a “coherent 
whole”. Cook (2016) stated that all previous studies of bilingualism originally rooted in a 
monolingual perspective, such as L2 learners who do not succeed in speaking or sounding 
like monolingual natives, do not concern the multicompetence perspective. Cook (2016) 
proposed that multicompetence addresses the overall system for bilinguals’ languages in 
one mind and their interdependence.  

Evidence of multicompetence knowledge was also found and developed in writing 
research. Studies that have analysed bilinguals’ writing across both languages have lent 
support to the multicompetence and dynamic usage of languages on text and process 
levels. For example, Cenoz & Gorter (2011) found that multilinguals freely used lexical 
components between their languages in writing. Studies have also found similar rhetorical 
devices being used across the different languages of both novice and experienced 
multilingual writers (Lindgren et al., 2017; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2012). A longitudinal 
case study of a multilingual adult with Japanese (L1), English (L2) and Chinese (L3) 
showed how certain text features in a participant’s texts produced in these languages were 
language dependent and therefore only used in one of the languages, whereas some 
features were language interdependent and were observed across two or three languages 
(Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013). For example, justification as a subtype for argumentation, 
topic sentences, conclusion components and use of personal examples were language 
interdependent features and were observed across all three languages. Some language-
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dependent features were also seen in the participant’s texts. For example, she stated her 
position more explicitly in English whereas she presented her opinion more implicitly in 
Chinese by using rhetorical questions. In addition, she finished her Chinese text using a 
four-character idiom, which is common and considered a good stylistic feature in this 
language. She also used discourse markers as in first and second in both English and 
Chinese, but not in Japanese. After completing the written essays, the interviews showed 
that she was aware of the different styles of the languages and kept the audience in each 
language in mind when producing texts in these languages.  

On the process level Chang (2020) used the multicompetence theory to explore 
how three groups of Chinese adult EFL writers with varying degrees of competence used 
their total linguistic repertoire across their languages and how L2 competence and 
exposure to L2 tuition could influence writing processes used in Chinese (L1) and English 
(L2). The results showed that the more competent the participants were in their L2 
including more exposure to L2 instruction, the more they used both languages to compose 
texts in both Chinese and English. For example, the low proficient L2 learners, group 1, 
only used English in translating when producing their texts in Chinese, whereas the most 
proficient participants, group 3, used both L1 and L2 when generating ideas, examining 
tasks, translating and control processes, as well as when accessing lexicons, searching 
dictionaries and thinking aloud. When writing in English, group 1 used both languages 
when generating ideas, translating, reviewing texts and searching dictionaries. However, 
group 3 participants thought aloud directly in English and during all other processes such 
as translating, examining tasks, accessing lexicons, generating and organising ideas as well 
as reviewing texts, used both their L1 and their L2. The overlapping parts were mainly 
associated with lexical or linguistic aspects. The more this overlapping occurred, the more 
the multicompetence of the writers increased and they became more flexible in using their 
linguistic repertoire when composing texts (Chang, 2020). These findings further support 
the notion that bilinguals’ “repertoire of writing knowledge” develops and the degree of 
overlap between bilinguals’ languages increases (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2012: 101). 

The multicompetence perspective in writing research has mainly been used to 
investigate typically developing bi/multilinguals (particularly adults). To my knowledge, 
this perspective has not been used to investigate the writing of bilingual biscriptal children 
with RD. Thus in study IV, I have used the multicompetence perspective to explore Persian 
and Swedish writing of two children with RD on a text level through a meaning-making 
analysis and on a process level by examining writing processes such as burst lengths, 
pauses and revisions across languages.  
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Dual-iceberg representation of bilingual proficiency 
 
In the early 1980s, Cummins highlighted that a misconception about bilinguals’ language 
in research and bilingual education was to see bilinguals’ languages as two separate 
systems (Separate Underlying Proficiency (SUP)), instead of Common Underlying 
Proficiency (CUP) (Cummins, 1981: 31). According to the SUP theory, bilinguals should 
only receive teaching instruction and exposure in their second language in order to 
develop this language and that teaching instruction in L1 would not contribute to L2 
language proficiency (Cummins, 1980, 1981, 2005). Another misconception related to the 
SUP theory was that given the restricted linguistic capacity of the brain, bilinguals need to 
share this limited capacity across L1 and L2, resulting in lower proficiency across both 
languages.  

Cummins “Dual-Iceberg Representation of Bilingual Proficiency” model (e.g. 
Cummins, 1980: 87) posits that some “cognitive or literacy-related proficiencies” 
(Cummins, 2005: 3) are common across L1 and L2. He illustrated this model as an iceberg. 
At the “tip of the iceberg” are surface aspects such as oral fluency, pronunciation and 
syntax, which are language dependent and separate across languages. However, below the 
surface are other aspects such as reading comprehension, which are considered to be 
common underlying proficiency and are significantly interdependent across languages 
(Cummins, 1980). Language and literacy practices in one or both languages lead to 
increased development of this CUP (Cummins, 2005) and transfer of this common 
underlying proficiency (Cummins, 2007).  

 
Integration continuum model 
 
Cook (2003: 9) proposed the integration continuum model. At the separation end of this 
continuum, L1 and L2 languages are totally separated, as suggested by SUP and previous 
research (e.g. Weinreich, 1953). At the integration end, both L1 and L2 are completely 
integrated. In between these ends are some possible inter-connections between these two 
languages. According to this model, different features of bilinguals’ L1 and L2 are more or 
less integrated. For example, the semantic representations of lexical concepts in the 
mental lexicon can be totally integrated, whereas grammatical aspects can be less 
integrated. The continuum presented a contemporary dynamic perspective of language, 
which opposes the static and traditional concept of transfer. This perspective highlights 
that there is a constant movement between L1 and L2 in different directions. This provided 
a new perspective on transfer across languages, meaning that bilingual’s L1 can affect L2, 
and vice versa (Cook, 2016). In my understanding, the integration continuum and the 
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dual-iceberg models present somewhat similar ideas as both explain that some language 
and “literacy-related knowledge” (such as reading comprehension and pragmatic aspects 
(Cummins, 2005; Cook, 2016)) can be used across languages, whereas some other aspects 
(such as grammatical knowledge, pronunciation, oral fluency (Cummins, 2005; Cook, 
2016)) are dependent on a specific language. In this dissertation, I have used the Dual-
Iceberg Representation of Bilingual Proficiency model (Cummins, 1980) and the 
multicompetence perspective (Cook, 1992) in an attempt to try to understand whether 
children could use their knowledge about writing in both their L1 and their L2 when they 
create meaning in their texts.  
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Materials and methods 
 
Methodology  

 
Research on reading and writing of bilingual biscriptal children with and without RD 
creates a complex context and requires a combination of various methods and approaches 
to be adopted. Thus, a mixed-methods paradigm was incorporated into the overall design 
in all stages from data collection to analysis and interpretation using both quantitative and 
qualitative approaches (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003). A number of different tools such as 
Eye and Pen software (studies II, III, IV), standardised tests (studies I, II, III, IV), 
questionnaires and interviews (II, IV) were used to collect and analyse the data.   

In study I, I used standardised tests, a quantitative approach and statistical analysis 
to investigate the relationships between a number of linguistic skills (e.g. vocabulary 
knowledge) phonological processes (e.g. lexical retrieval) and word reading across both 
languages. 

Drawing on a mixed-methods paradigm (Creswell, 1999), a sequential explanatory 
model was used in study II. First, a qualitative analysis was performed to examine the 
children’s language and literacy exposure at home via questionnaires and interviews. We 
then used a quantitative approach using statistical analysis to investigate the differences 
between the participants’ writing fluency in Persian and Swedish, as well as study the 
associations between their language and literacy exposure at home with their 
performance, lexical retrieval and writing fluency. We then performed a small qualitative 
analysis on the texts of three participants in order to gain an in-depth understanding of 
how typology could impact the participants’ writing fluency in Persian and Swedish.  

In study III, we used standardised tasks to investigate the relationships between 
reading (word reading), linguistic (vocabulary knowledge) and cognitive (working 
memory) skills and writing fluency measures (both product and process) between and 
within L1 and L2 and genres.    

In study IV, two children were identified with word reading and/or comprehension 
difficulties in standardised tests in L1 and L2. Reading difficulties were defined by using 
the Simple View of Reading model (Tunmer & Greaney, 2010; Gough & Tunmer, 1986). 
The first participant performed 1 SD below the mean in all word reading and non-word 
reading tasks and within age norms in listening comprehension across both languages, i.e. 
specific word reading difficulties. The second participant performed 1 SD below the mean 
in word reading, non-word reading and listening comprehension tasks across both 
languages, i.e. mixed reading difficulties. The two participants had no diagnosis at the time 
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of testing. The mother tongue teacher and special education teacher suspected that the 
second participant had RD. The two participants’ writing processes were analysed in terms 
of burst lengths, pauses and revisions. In addition, some aspects of the systemic functional 
linguistics (SFL) perspective were used to examine how they created interpersonal, 
ideational and textual meaning in their writing in each language. This study offers an in-
depth qualitative writing analysis of two bilingual biscriptal children with RD on different 
levels.  
 
Ethics and approval 
 
In May 2016, I received permission from the Swedish Ethical Review Authority to conduct 
this research (approval number/ID: 2016/177-31Ö). Information about the project, the 
requirements to participate in this dissertation and the possibility of withdrawing (see 
Appendix 1) were sent out in both Persian and Swedish to the participants’ parents. The 
participants’ parents were asked to provide their written consent (see Appendix 2) for their 
children to participate in Persian or Swedish. Also, the older children gave their written 
consent and the younger children gave their oral consent. Ethical considerations that are 
important when working with minority children and children with language difficulties 
were taken into account (Trimble & Fisher, 2005; Powell et al., 2011; Okazaki & Sue, 1995; 
Maguire, 2005). For example, both parents and children were encouraged to ask questions 
about the project and the tasks in the language in which they are most comfortable. Some 
of the participants (particularly the older ones) talked to me before agreeing to participate 
in my dissertation and I explained the procedure and answered their questions. I also 
personally talked to each participant and explained the project and the tasks they would 
be asked to perform. They were encouraged to state when they felt tired, needed a break 
or did not want to do some tasks. When working with people, particularly children, it is 
very important that the researcher takes the participants’ wishes, concerns and tiredness 
into account. For example, one of the younger participants was not eager to complete all 
the tasks. I therefore discontinued his participation, although two teachers at his school 
were eager for him to complete his tasks.   

There were also scheduled breaks. In general, for younger participants, after 45–
60 minutes and for older participants, after 60–90 minutes. In addition, the work was 
stopped as soon as I felt that a participant had become distracted or tired.  

The names of the participants in this dissertation are fictitious. The participants’ 
home towns and schools have not been mentioned in the studies.  
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Procedure 
 
After receiving ethical approval, around 1200 emails were sent to schools, teachers, school 
principals, Swedish-language teachers, Persian mother tongue teachers, speech and 
language therapists, psychologists and special educational teachers in order to identify 
participants. The project was also advertised on social media, including Facebook, as well 
as three Persian radio channels in Sweden. The parents and, in some cases, children who 
were interested contacted me and informed me that they were willing to participate in the 
project. During the course of one year, I tried to find participants and also schedule 
meetings with those participants who wanted to become involved. I could have had many 
more participants if they were required to speak and understand both languages but only 
read and write in Swedish.  

I personally assessed each participant individually. The time and place of meetings 
were decided with the parents and participants. The assessments were performed in 
classrooms at schools, libraries, meeting rooms and at the participants’ homes. In a few 
cases, two or three participants insisted on performing some tasks together and sat in 
different corners in a large room. They could not see each other and performed, for 
example, listening comprehension tasks simultaneously. Most participants performed all 
the tasks over the course of three sessions. Some of the older participants were busy and 
were not able to meet three times. So they completed all the tasks with breaks in between 
on the same day. The tasks were counterbalanced. Thus, some participants started with 
Swedish tasks and some with Persian tasks. One participant did not complete the semantic 
fluency tasks in Persian. Otherwise, all the other participants completed all the tasks 
across both languages. After completing the tasks, they were interviewed and answered 
questions designed in the questionnaire. One participant did not have time to participate 
in the interview and answer the questions. All the material (tests, tasks and 
questionnaires) was piloted prior to collecting the data.  
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The participants 
 
The criteria for participating in the study were being able to understand, speak, read and 
write in Swedish and Persian (Farsi/Dari). Both parents were Persian native speakers. The 
participants were required to have been in the Swedish school system for at least three 
years prior to participating in the project. Some participants had started attending school 
in Iran/Afghanistan with Persian as the language of instruction. The children in this 
dissertation had lived in Sweden for an average of 8 years at the time of screening and had 
been in the Swedish school system for 5.5 years. Both children with and without RD were 
of interest. Initially, 28 children agreed to participate in this project. However, two of them 
did not complete their tasks. The teachers suspected that one of these children had RD. 
After performing some of the tasks, he showed that he was not very interested in 
proceeding and completing all the tasks. His participation was therefore immediately 
discontinued and the data were excluded from the analysis. The other participant 
performed some of the tasks but did not show up for the follow-up meetings. His data were 
therefore also excluded from the analysis. Thus, the analysis was performed on 26 
participants (13 males and 13 females) in years 4–9. Two of the participants had been 
diagnosed with dyslexia by  speech and language therapists. In addition, the parents 
and/or teachers of three participants suspected that they might have reading and/or 
language difficulties. 23 children had Farsi and three children had Dari as their mother 
tongues. The participants received Persian mother tongue instruction and lived in various 
Swedish cities. However, most participants were from one of the largest cities in Sweden. 
The difficulty in finding a homogenous group sometimes results in having participants 
from different socio-economic backgrounds. However, most participants lived in similar 
socio-economic areas. They may also have received a different education regarding 
Persian mother tongue instruction as they had different mother tongue teachers from 
various backgrounds. They participated in Swedish schools with Swedish as the language 
of instruction. All the courses at schools except language courses (e.g. English, German) 
were taught in Swedish.  
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Table 1. Number (N) of participants across years and mean (M) number of years attending 
Swedish schools 

 N participants   M years in Swedish schools 

Year 4 7  4 

Year 5 4  5 

Year 6 2  5 

Year 7 7  6 

Year 8 3  7 

Year 9 3  7 

 
 
Table 2. Number of participants in each study 

Study Participants Age in 
years 

Years 

I 26 participants (including two with a dyslexia 
diagnosis)  

    10–15 4–9 

II 23 participants (excluding those with a diagnosis and 
one with irrelevant text) 

    10–15 4–9 

III 23 participants (excluding those with a diagnosis and 
one with irrelevant text) 

    10–15 4–9 

IV 2 participants with RD (one with PWR and one with 
MRD) 

    12–13 6–7 
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Tests and writing tasks 
 
Tests 
 
Standardised tests across both languages were used to investigate linguistic and cognitive 
skills related to word reading, writing fluency and identifying children with RD.  
An overview of the tests is provided in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Summary of tasks in this dissertation 

Construct Brief description Studies 

Word reading  Single word reading I, III, IV 

Phonological 
decoding 

Single non-word and pseudo-word reading I, IV 

Phonemic awareness Delete a phoneme in a word and state what is left I 

Rapid automated 
naming 

Rapid naming of digits I 

Phonological fluency Say as many words as you can that start with a 
specific letter 

I, II 

Semantic fluency Say as many words as you can in a specific 
semantic category 

I, II 

Listening 
comprehension 

Listen to the story/stories and answer the 
questions 

IV 

Vocabulary Multiple choice  I, III 

Working memory Backward digit span III 

 
Notes: PER= Persian; SWE= Swedish 
 

Kormi-Nouri and Moradi (2009) designed the Persian tasks (except RAN digits 
and WM) used in this dissertation. These tasks were designed for children aged from 7 to 
11 years (years 1 to 5) in Iran. A standardised RAN digit task was not available in Persian. 
Thus, the Swedish version with Arabic numerals was used in Persian.  
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In Swedish, word reading, phonological decoding, listening comprehension, RAN, 
phonemic awareness (years 6–9) were assessed using LOGOS (Høien, 2007). 
Phonological and semantic fluency were measured using Carlsson (2009). The 
participants’ vocabulary knowledge was tested using DLS (Järpsten & Taube, 1997; 
Järpsten, 2002) (see study I for further information). For the WM tasks, WISC IV was 
used in Persian (Abedi et al., 2016) and Swedish (Wechsler, 2007).  

As standardised tests for children in year 6 and above were not available in Persian, 
with the exception of working memory, the tests for year 5 in this dissertation were used 
for participants in years 5 to 9. Thus, in Persian, the participants in years 4 and 5 were 
tested according to their own school level, whereas the participants’ results in higher years 
were compared to the manual’s results in year 5. In Swedish, all the participants’ 
knowledge was investigated according to their school level (years 4–9).  

 

Word reading (WR) 
 
Single word reading tasks were used to test the children’s word reading in Persian and 
Swedish. The Persian word reading subtest comprises high to low frequency devowelised 
words. 120 Persian devowelised words (with only one correct answer for each) were 
written on three cards (40 words per card). For each card, the participants were asked to 
read as many words as they could correctly within two minutes (Kormi-Nouri & Moradi, 
2009). The Swedish subtest comprises 36 words for children in years 4–5 (maximal score 
= 36) and 46 words for children from year 6 and higher (maximal score = 46). The 
participants were presented with one word at a time for 200 msec on a computer screen. 
Not all the words followed conventional grapheme-phoneme correspondence (Høien, 
2007).  
 
Phonological decoding (PD) 
 
Non-word reading subtests were used to investigate the participants’ phonological 
decoding across both languages. The participants were required to read 40 Persian non-
words/pseudo-words quickly within two minutes (Kormi-Nouri & Moradi, 2009). The 
Swedish non-word reading subtest contains 24 words for children in years 4–5 (maximal 
score = 24) and 28 words for children from year 6 and higher (maximal score = 28). The 
participants were shown one word at a time and had five seconds to read each word 
(Høien, 2007). 
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Phonemic awareness (PA) 
 
Phoneme deletion tasks were used to investigate the participants’ phonemic awareness 
(PA). In Persian, the participants listened to 30 words. They were instructed to repeat each 
word without a specific phoneme. The test was stopped after two minutes (Kormi-Nouri 
& Moradi, 2009). In Swedish, the participants were required to listen to each word and 
repeat it without a specific phoneme (Høien, 2007). 
 
Rapid automated naming (RAN)  
 
The participants were asked to rapidly name some digits across both languages. Five digits 
were written in a different order on the paper. In order to compare the results across 
languages, the digits were written once in Roman numerals and once in Arabic numerals 
on a piece of paper. The paper was shown to the participants and they were asked to name 
the numerals as fast as they could. The raw score was the number of seconds the 
participants took to name all the numerals.  
 

Phonological fluency (PF) 
 
The Persian phonological fluency task comprises three letters. The participants had one 
minute to come up with as many words as they could, starting with a specific letter (e.g. 
A). The Swedish phonological fluency test was similar to the Persian test and contains 
three letters. 
 

Semantic fluency (SF)  
 
In Persian, the semantic fluency comprises six categories (e.g. parts of the body, colours). 
The participants had one minute to come up with as many words as they could for each 
category. In Swedish, the semantic fluency test contains only one category (animals). 
 
Listening comprehension (LC)  
 
Listening comprehension tasks were used to study the participants’ linguistic 
comprehension across both languages. The Persian listening comprehension test (Kormi-
Nouri & Moradi, 2009) had three short stories: two short stories for each year. In this 
dissertation, the participants in year 4 listened and responded to short stories’ questions 
for year 4 and all other participants listened and responded to short stories’ questions for 
year 5. There was also one short story for all years. All participants listened and responded 
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to that short story’s questions, too. In Swedish, the participants listened to one short story, 
comprising five parts. After each part they were asked to orally answer four open questions 
(maximal score = 20). This task took around 10 minutes (Høien, 2007).  
 
Vocabulary knowledge (VK)  
 
Vocabulary knowledge (VK) tests were used across both languages to study the 
participants’ vocabulary. The Persian test comprised 30 multiple-choice questions. The 
participants listened to both questions and answers and were required to mark the correct 
answers. The task had a maximum score of 30 and was not time limited. The DLS test 
comprised 40 multiple-choice questions for years 4–6 (maximum score = 40) and 34 
multiple-choice questions for years 7–9 (maximum score 34) (Järpsten & Taube, 1997; 
Järpsten, 2002). The same procedure was used for these tests. The participants listened 
to a recording and were required to choose the correct answer with no time limit.  
 
Working memory (WM)  
 
WISC IV working memory (backward digit span) was used across both languages. First, I 
read a series of digits to the participants. They were asked to remember the digits and 
repeat them in reverse order.  
 
Writing tasks 
 
Four writing tasks (two in each language) were used in this dissertation. I decided to 
choose two different genres in order to compare the results across genres. I consulted two 
Persian mother tongue teachers prior to choosing the tasks. They suggested that I choose 
descriptive and narrative tasks in respect of the children’s years (4–9). They assumed that 
the children could write about these two genres in Persian, whereas, for example, 
argumentative tasks would be difficult, particularly for the younger participants. Thus, one 
descriptive and one narrative task were chosen in each language.  
 
Picture-elicited narrative 
 
One picture-elicited narrative task was used in each language. Two frog stories were 
chosen from children’s picture books: A Boy, a Dog and a Frog (Mayer, 1967) and Frog 
Where Are You? (Mayer, 1969). These two frog stories are similar in content. Seven key 
pictures from each narrative story were chosen for this dissertation. The participants 
wrote about the pictures in A Boy, a Dog and a Frog in Swedish and Frog Where Are You? 
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in Persian. The participants had 30 minutes to write about each story. All participants 
completed the task within the given time frame.  
 
Descriptive tasks 
 
Two similar descriptive tasks were chosen. The participants wrote about their dream 
present in Swedish and about their dream house in Persian. They were given 15 minutes 
to write about each task. All participants completed the task within the given time frame.  
 
Questionnaires and interviews 
 
Four questionnaires were designed for the participants, their parents, special educational 
teachers/speech and language therapists and mother tongue teachers in order to get a 
broader perspective of the participants’ knowledge, performance, language and literacy 
usage and practice at both home and school. Unfortunately, many of the participants’ 
parents and teachers did not complete the questionnaires. Thus, the analysis in this 
dissertation only included the participants’ responses. After completing all the tests and 
writing tasks, I went through the questionnaires together with the participants. The 
questions were about the participants’ challenges and strengths in Persian and Swedish. 
They were also asked about their language, literacy exposure and practices at home (see 
Appendix 3).  
 
Writing analysis 
 
Eye and Pen (EP) software 
 
The participants were used to writing in Persian by hand. Thus, the EP software 
(Alamargot et al., 2006) was used to collect and analyse the writing processes. 
 
Writing process measures 
 
The total amount of time used by each participant to complete a writing task was extracted 
using EP software. This information, together with the number of characters, words and 
clauses that the participant wrote in each task was used to investigate their writing fluency 
in each genre and language. A pause was defined as “a period of handwriting interruption” 
(Alves & Limpo, 2015: 379). A threshold of two seconds has been frequently used in 
previous studies (e.g. Chenoweth & Hayes, 2001; Strömqvist et al., 2006) and researchers 
have assumed that pauses longer than two seconds are mainly caused by cognitive 
activities, for example, choice of vocabulary and/or spelling uncertainty. Thus, this 
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threshold has been used in this dissertation to analyse burst lengths. Burst was defined as 
text produced between pauses. In study II, the number of characters, words and clauses 
per second were investigated across both languages and genres. Furthermore, the 
semantic information and syntactic complexity of the long bursts of three of the 
participants were analysed across both genres and languages. In study III, the 
relationships between reading, linguistic and cognitive skills with writing process fluency 
(number of characters, words and clauses per second) were investigated. In study IV, the 
burst lengths of two participants with RD were investigated across narrative and 
descriptive tasks in Persian and Swedish.  

In addition, orthographic features that disrupt writing fluency were investigated in 
bilingual children with (study IV) and without RD (study II).  

In study IV, burst length, pause frequency and location, as well as revisions 
produced by bilingual children with RD across genres and languages, were examined. 
Moreover, I studied the relationship between writing processes (e.g. burst lengths) and 
meaning produced by the participants.  
 
Writing product measures 
 
In studies II, III and IV, the participants’ text lengths were explored by manually counting 
the number of characters, words and clauses produced in each task.  

In study III, the relationships between reading, linguistic and cognitive skills and 
product writing fluency (number of characters, words and clauses) across both languages 
and genres were investigated. In study IV, the meaning, derived from SFL (systemic 
functional linguistics) (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014), created by two bilingual children 
with RD, was analysed in writing tasks. A meaning-making analysis provided information 
on how these two participants unfolded meaning as they composed their texts. In 
accordance with SFL, variations in meaning can be produced and realised via the grammar 
of a language (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). SFL introduces three metafunctions: 
interpersonal, ideational and textual. The interpersonal and ideational meaning were 
reflected in content, writers’ ideas and world experience, as well as the writers’ and 
characters’ attitudes and feelings. In the narrative tasks (frog stories), they were portrayed 
in the pictures shown to the participants and in the descriptive tasks, the participants 
wrote about their ideas and world experience, as well as their attitudes and feelings. 
Interpersonal meaning was investigated through attitudinal epithets such as adjectives 
that could describe attitudes and feelings such as happy and pretty. Ideational meaning 
was explored using linguistic tools such as physical (e.g. house) and temporal (e.g. today) 
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adjuncts, experiential epithets (e.g. big, blue), which provided information about the 
qualities and writers’ ideas concerning size and colour. Verb processes such as material, 
mental, relational, behavioural, verbal and existential verbs are associated with the 
writers’ internal and external experience. The internal experience conveys experience in 
our minds and our “world of consciousness” such as in perception and imagination. 
However, external experience refers to experience of the external world (Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 2014: 214–15). Textual meaning could demonstrate how well a text is 
constructed to represent meaning (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Textual meaning was 
analysed via, for example, the number of words, rhetorical devices (Lindgren et al., 2017; 
Thompson, 2013) and text structure (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). 

 
Statistical analysis  
 
In studies I, II and III, I used statistical methods to analyse the data. In order to choose an 
appropriate statistical method, the data’s normal distribution was explored through the 
variables’ z-skewness and z-kurtosis (Field, 2017). In study I, some variables violated the 
normality assumption. Thus, a non-parametric method, Spearman’s rank order 
correlation, was utilised to explore the correlation between linguistic skills, phonological 
processes and word reading in Persian and Swedish. The analysis demonstrated that the 
data in study II were not normally distributed, either. We transformed the data by using 
log 10. Parametric methods, paired-sample T-tests, were then used to analyse the 
differences between writing fluency measures (both process and product) across narrative 
and descriptive tasks in Persian and Swedish. In addition, a Pearson correlation analysis 
was used in this study to investigate the relationships between writing fluency measures 
and lexical retrieval and between writing fluency and exposure. The data were not 
normally distributed in study III, either. In this case, some parts of the analysis for the 
outliers were removed. A Pearson correlation analysis has been used to investigate the 
relationships between dependent (e.g. writing fluency measures), independent (e.g. word 
reading, working memory, vocabulary knowledge) variables across both languages. In 
addition, paired sample T-tests were used to investigate the genre and script effects on the 
children’s writing fluency.  
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Overview of appended papers 
 
Summary of paper I: Linguistic abilities in relation to word reading 
in a group of Persian-Swedish bilingual biscriptal children in 
primary and secondary school 
 
This paper focused on linguistic abilities that have been found to contribute to word 
reading in Persian and Swedish in a group of bilingual biscriptal children in years 4–9. 
Phonological processing (RAN, phonological and semantic fluency, phonemic awareness), 
decoding (non-word reading) and vocabulary knowledge, as well as word reading, were 
investigated using standardised tests across both languages. 

A number of statistical analyses such as a Spearman correlation analysis were 
performed to identify which linguistic abilities were significantly related to Persian and 
Swedish word reading. The findings demonstrated that non-word reading, RAN and 
phonological fluency significantly related to word reading across both languages. 
Furthermore, semantic fluency and vocabulary knowledge strongly and significantly 
contributed to word reading in Persian and phonemic awareness (PA) strongly and 
significantly contributed to word reading in Swedish.  

The main results were in agreement with previous studies showing that 
phonological decoding (measured by non-word reading) was important in reading words 
in Persian (e.g. Rahbari et al., 2007; Gholamain & Geva, 1999) and Swedish (Høien-
Tengesdal & Tønnessen, 2011). Regarding the self-teaching hypothesis (Share, 1999), it is 
first necessary to learn to connect graphemes to their corresponding phonemes in order 
to become a skilled word reader. The results of this study suggest that this ability continues 
to be important, even in older children. The results also lend further support to the notion 
that decoding and word reading are interrelated. Regarding RAN, studies (e.g. Kirby et al., 
2010) have shown that its predictive power of word reading increases with reading 
experience, making it more significant in higher years. The results also lend support to 
previous research that explains that vocabulary knowledge is particularly significant when 
complete phonological information is not available in a word’s orthographic 
representation (Wang, Castles & Nickels, 2012; Wang et al, 2013). In this case, short 
vowels were not represented in the Persian words. Thus, the readers needed to know the 
meaning of the words in order to read and recognise them. Previous studies have also 
shown that vocabulary knowledge plays an important role in deep orthographies (e.g. 
Vellutino et al., 2007). However, in a semi-transparent orthography like Swedish, no 
significant correlation was found between vocabulary knowledge and word reading, which 
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could suggest that knowing the meaning of words might not be that crucial in reading 
words when there is a more consistent correspondence between graphemes and phonemes 
and when both short and long vowels are present.  

In this paper, the significant and strong relationship that was found between PA 
and word reading in Swedish was rather surprising as previous research (e.g. Furnes & 
Samuelsson, 2010) found that the predictive power of PA decreased after early reading 
acquisition (e.g. year 1) in a semi-transparent orthography like Swedish. The different 
results could be attributed to the type of tasks (blending versus deletion) and linguistic 
level (phonemes versus syllables) used. For example, Furnes and Samuelsson (2010) used 
a number of different tasks such as syllable and phoneme blending, and phoneme deletion 
tasks (used in this study) could be more significantly associated with word reading than 
blending tasks (Farran, 2012).  

Furthermore, a comparison of children’s scores with the norms of the manual 
showed that most children performed 1 SD below the mean in Persian word reading and 
decoding tasks. Thus, the conclusion could be drawn that their word reading was still not 
completely automated in Persian as they had probably received limited Persian 
instruction. However, most of the participants’ Swedish word reading and decoding were 
within the expected age norms.  
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Summary of paper II: Fluency and its relationship with typology, 
exposure and lexical retrieval in bilingual biscriptal Persian-
Swedish children’s writing 
 
This study investigated writing fluency (both product and process measures) of 23 
children (years 4–9) writing in two distinct alphabetic scripts: Persian and Swedish. The 
participants wrote four tasks by hand, two in each language, using Eye and Pen (EP) 
software. EP software was used for data collection and data analysis. For example, the 
participants’ writing time for each task was computed using EP software. A survey and 
interviews were conducted in order to analyse the participants’ spoken and written 
exposure at home. For example, a number of questions were asked to establish which 
language(s) the participants used to talk to different family members (e.g. parents, 
siblings). Furthermore, some questions were asked to establish which language(s) the 
participants used to read something in the home environment. Phonological fluency and 
semantic fluency were used to measure the participants’ lexical retrieval in each language. 
The relationships between lexical retrieval, spoken and written exposure, process and 
product fluency measures were explored across both languages. A qualitative study was 
performed on the data for the three participants with the highest writing fluency in Persian 
in years 4, 7 and 9, respectively, in order to examine their long bursts and what disrupted 
them.  

The results indicate that the participants wrote faster and produced more 
characters, words and clauses in Swedish compared to Persian. Thus, we concluded that 
the bilingual biscriptal children in this study were more fluent writers in Swedish (L2) 
compared to Persian (l1). This result is not in agreement with previous studies on bilingual 
children (e.g. Lindgren et al., 2008) and adults (e.g. Chenoweth & Hayes, 2001; Van Waes 
& Leijten, 2015), which showed that they were more fluent writers in their L1 compared to 
their L2. The difference between these results can be attributed to the participants’ 
language of education at school, which was their L2 in this study as opposed to their L1 in 
previous studies (e.g. Lindgren et al., 2008). 

 The participants read mostly in Swedish but spoke primarily in Persian with 
parents and family’s friends at home. Exposure in Persian was connected with a number 
of process and product measures in both languages. Therefore, we concluded that their 
exposure at home was related to their writing fluency in both L1 and L2 which could mean 
that the participants transferred knowledge between Persian and Swedish. In other words, 
literacy in first language seemed to reinforce literacy in the second language (cf. 
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Bialystock, 2001). Lexical retrieval in Persian was related to a few process fluency 
measures in Persian across both genres.  

The qualitative case study highlighted that orthographic features and punctuation 
impacted the participants’ writing fluency across both languages. For example, the 
participants paused to add diacritics (e.g. short vowels and dots) and write punctuation 
marks such as full stops across both scripts. The three participants also produced shorter 
bursts that were both syntactically and semantically simpler in the Persian compared to 
the Swedish texts.  
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Summary of paper III: Writing fluency predicted by reading, 
linguistic and cognitive skills in L1 and L2 in in the writing of 
bilingual biscriptal Persian-Swedish children  
 
This paper examined which reading, linguistic and cognitive skills could contribute to 
writing fluency in L1 (Persian) and L2 (Swedish) of bilingual biscriptal children in years 
4–9. The relationships between word reading, vocabulary knowledge, working memory 
and writing fluency were investigated. Standardised tests were used across both languages 
to study reading, linguistic and cognitive skills. EP software was used to study children’s 
writing fluency across two genres (narrative and descriptive).  
 A series of statistical analysis such as the Pearson correlation analysis and paired 
sample T-tests were used. For example, a correlation analysis was performed to identify 
which reading, linguistic and cognitive skills correlated with writing fluency. A paired-
sample T-test was used to analyse the effect of genres on writing fluency in Persian and 
Swedish. The results showed that the children were more fluent writers in their L2 
(Swedish) across both genres. Word reading was related to product writing fluency across 
both languages. This is consistent with the view that there is an interrelationship between 
reading and writing (Brand & Brand, 2006; Clay, 2001). Vocabulary knowledge correlated 
with product and process fluency measures in Persian, but not in Swedish. This could be 
related to the orthographic features of these two languages and children’s linguistic skills 
across both languages. Further examination of the relationships between cognitive skills 
and writing fluency showed that working memory (WM) did not correlate with any fluency 
measures in either L1 or L2. This was somewhat surprising as WM capacity is expected to 
impact writing processes such as translating and transcribing ideas into written forms, 
thereby also influencing writing fluency (Chenoweth & Hayes, 2003; Olive, 2004). 
However, the relationship between WM and writing fluency can change across years 
according to reading and writing experience (Adams et al., 2015), which could explain the 
results.  

The analysis further showed that the product and process fluency measures were 
significantly correlated in both scripts and genres. However, these correlations were 
stronger in Persian compared to Swedish, which could indicate that the construct of 
writing fluency is less differentiated in Persian compared to Swedish. Cummins (2005) 
argued that some linguistic aspects such as oral fluency are language dependent. The 
findings from this study lend further support to the notion that even writing fluency could 
be considered language dependent. The cross-linguistic correlations across reading, 
linguistic and cognitive skills demonstrated that word reading correlated with some 
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fluency measures across both languages. This is in agreement with theories stating that 
literacy in L1 and L2 are interrelated and can be mutually supportive (Bialystok, 2001). 
However, vocabulary knowledge in Swedish negatively correlated with process fluency 
measures in Persian. This could mean that the children with higher vocabulary knowledge 
wrote more slowly in Persian. Further analysis revealed both genre and script effects on 
fluency measures. The genre effect showed that in Persian, the participants produced 
fewer words in the descriptive texts and they wrote them more slowly compared to the 
narrative texts. However, this effect was not found in Swedish. The results suggest that it 
could be more cognitively challenging for the participants to produce the descriptive tasks 
(Kellogg et al., 1991) than the narrative tasks in Persian without the participants having 
access to any pictures and having to rely on their own imagination. The script effect was 
found in Swedish across both genres as the participants produced more words in less time 
compared to Persian texts in both genres, which indicates that the children were more 
fluent writers across both genres in Swedish (L2) compared to Persian (L1). This is in 
contrast with earlier studies showing that it was more cognitively demanding for writers 
to produce texts in their L2 compared to their L1 (Spelman Miller et al., 2008; Chenoweth 
& Hayes, 2001). The contrasting results could be explained by more language, reading and 
writing education, exposure and practice in L2 compared to L1 for these participants.   
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Summary of paper IV: Meaning making and writing processes 
across languages and genres: a case study of two bilingual 
biscriptal children with reading difficulties 
 
Previous studies have investigated typically developing multi/bilingual children’s 
multicompetence across languages (e.g. Lindgren et al., 2017). To my knowledge, no 
previous study has analysed the writing processes and meaning-making of bilingual 
biscriptal children with reading difficulties (RD) across two languages. This study filled 
this gap by analysing the writing tasks of one participant with poor word recognition 
(PWR) in year 7 (Abtin) and one participant with mixed reading difficulty (MRD) in year 
6 (Farid) across two genres (descriptive and narrative) in both L1 and L2.  

Participants’ writing processes, i.e., pauses, revisions and in particular bursts, as 
well as some aspects of meaning-making (i.e., interpersonal, ideational and textual) 
(Halliday, 2014) across languages and genres were examined. Abtin and Farid’s writing 
profiles across L1 and L2 were similar to patterns found in monolingual with PWR and 
MRD respectively. For example, the writing analyses of monolinguals with PWR who may 
fulfil the criteria for dyslexia (e.g., Sumner et al, 2013; Beers et al., 2017; Williams & 
Larkin, 2013) showed that they have difficulties with transcription resulting in frequent 
pauses, shorter bursts and spelling errors. These patterns were found in Abtin’s and 
Farid’s texts across both languages. Different patterns were observed when studying how 
the participants produced meaning in their texts across genres and languages. Abtin did 
not have difficulties with text production, created coherent texts and could apply listing 
technique similarly across both languages. Thus, the analysis of this participant with 
decoding difficulties who did not have difficulties with linguistic comprehension was in 
agreement with earlier studies of typically developing bilingual children (Lindgren et al., 
2017) and adults (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013) that showed that they could use their 
knowledge about writing in all their languages. In contrast, Farid who had both poor word 
recognition and poor linguistic comprehension had difficulty with both transcription and 
text production. For example, on text production, he had problems to produce coherent 
texts in both languages. This pattern has been observed in monolinguals diagnosed with 
poor comprehension and developmental language disorder (DLD) (e.g., Re & Carretti, 
2016). 

An examination of the participants’ writing processes showed that they were more 
fluent writers in Swedish compared to Persian as they produced longer bursts and paused 
less often in Swedish compared to Persian. Studying the relationship between meaning-
making and writing processes also showed that the participants produced their meaning 
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less fluently (e.g. in shorter bursts and with more pauses) in Persian compared to Swedish. 
The participants’ limited mother tongue instruction, reading and writing practice and the 
fact that their school language was their L2 could explain why they were more fluent 
writers in their L2 compared to their L1. Thus, this is not in agreement with results from 
bilingual children (e.g. Lindgren et al., 2008) and adults (Van Waes & Leijten, 2015) which 
found that they were more fluent writers in their L1 compared to their L2.  
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Discussion 
 
This dissertation aimed to contribute to the research of L1 and L2 by examining the 
reading and writing of 26 bilingual biscriptal children (years 4–9) with and without RD in 
two different alphabetic scripts: Persian and Swedish. In the discussion, I particularly 
focus on how children’s writing fluency and word reading could be described in L1 and L2. 
In addition, I will also highlight some of the factors that could affect children’s writing 
fluency and word reading in their L1 and L2. Furthermore, based on the results from the 
case study (Study IV), I present some ideas on how bilingual children with RD seem to 
have similar difficulties across languages. Finally, the important role of mother tongue 
instruction is discussed in relation to the results.  
 
Writing fluency and word reading across languages 
 
Children’s writing fluency and the factors that affected writing fluency 
 
The findings from studies II, III and IV revealed that children with and without RD had 
higher writing fluency in all measures (e.g. text lengths, writing speed) in their L2 
(Swedish) compared to their L1 (Persian). Factors such as the children’s linguistic, reading 
and cognitive skills in these two languages were found to influence their writing fluency, 
which has been explained by Hayes’ (2012) model. On the resource level, the children’s 
linguistic skills that are stored in their LTM, such as vocabulary, grammatical knowledge 
and spelling, could be more limited in Persian compared to Swedish. For example, the 
results of study I showed that almost half of the participants performed -1 SD below the 
mean in vocabulary knowledge tasks in both Persian and Swedish. However, their 
vocabulary knowledge was compared to their school level (years 4–9) in Swedish, whereas 
in Persian it was compared to norms that were available for years 4–5. Thus, the number 
of participants who would have performed -1 SD in the vocabulary knowledge task in 
Persian could be higher if they had been compared to their school level (years 4–9) in 
Persian. Regarding Hayes’ model (2012), limited vocabulary knowledge in Persian could 
have affected and slowed down the participants’ translation process when they tried to 
translate their ideas into linguistic components, which would consequently disrupt their 
writing fluency in Persian. Furthermore, on the resource level, the participants’ reading in 
Persian could have affected their writing fluency. Indeed, the results from study I showed 
that most participants had difficulty reading words in Persian but not in Swedish. This 
could mean that these participants had developed less orthographic knowledge in Persian, 
which could also result in difficulty in spelling words. Difficulty in spelling Persian words 
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could affect the participants’ writing in the transcription process when they needed to 
write down their ideas in written forms in Persian. Another factor that affected and 
disrupted the participants’ writing fluency was the orthographic features. For example, the 
results from study II showed that orthographic features such as the location (up or down) 
and number (zero to three) of dots and diacritics (e.g. short vowels, emphasis and lines) 
when writing Persian graphemes led to pauses. These orthographic features (e.g. dots) 
also led to pauses in Swedish, which could according to Olofsson (2003), cause confusion 
for Swedish second language learners.  

Although uncertainty about orthographic features disrupted the children’s writing 
fluency across both languages, the participants’ potentially higher linguistic skills (e.g. 
vocabulary and spelling) in Swedish could explain why both participants with (study IV) 
and without (study II) RD were inclined to write more and pause less often in Swedish 
compared to Persian. In addition, the participants with RD produced fewer spelling errors 
in Swedish compared to Persian (study IV). Spelling difficulty in Persian could mean that 
low-level processes in Persian were not automated, which could also limit the children’s 
WM capacity. A restricted WM capacity limits the process of lexical retrieval (Cantor & 
Engle, 1993; Prebianca, 2009), which could mean that it took more effort for the 
participants to rapidly access and retrieve words from their mental lexicons during the 
translation process. The results (studies II and III) showed that both vocabulary 
knowledge and lexical retrieval correlated significantly with writing fluency in Persian. 
However, it was surprising to find that none of them were related to writing fluency in 
Swedish as they presumably facilitate the translation process. More research is required 
to investigate the relationships between vocabulary, lexical retrieval and writing fluency 
in bilingual children across different orthographies and in higher years.  

According to Hayes’ (2012) model, reading on the resource level can have an effect 
on writing fluency. Indeed, the results revealed that word reading correlated with writing 
fluency in both Persian and Swedish. This could also lend further support to the reciprocal 
relationship between reading and writing (Brand & Brand, 2006; Clay, 2001). However, 
word reading only correlated with product writing fluency in Swedish, but with both 
product and process writing fluency in Persian, which means that, for example, reading 
what has been written thus far affected the participants’ text lengths across both 
languages. However, in Persian, it also affected how often, for example, the participants 
paused to think about the next word or spell a word. Word reading also correlated more 
strongly and significantly with writing fluency in Persian compared to Swedish. Given that 
the children had lower writing fluency in Persian and their vocabulary knowledge, lexical 
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retrieval and word reading correlated only, or more strongly and significantly, to the 
language in which they were less fluent writers, this could suggest that these factors are 
more important in the language in which they are less proficient. Perhaps the influence of 
these factors decreases after the children had received more reading and writing education 
and experience. Future research could include a larger sample size across different years 
and investigate how each of these factors influences the participants’ writing fluency 
across languages and years.  

The results showing that children had higher writing fluency in their L2 compared 
to their L1 were in contrast with earlier findings on bilingual adults (e.g. Chenoweth & 
Hayes, 2001; Van Waes & Leijten, 2015) and children (e.g. Lindgren et al., 2008), which 
showed that it was more cognitively challenging for bilinguals to produce texts in their L2. 
Thus, their writing fluency was lower in their L2 compared to their L1. The difference 
between the results of these studies and the findings in this dissertation could be explained 
by the difference between L1 and L2 exposure and education. For example, in a study by 
Lindgren and colleagues (2008), children’s L1 was both their school language and their 
home language, and they had presumably received more education and were more used 
to writing in their L1 compared to their L2. However, in this dissertation, the participants’ 
L2 was their school language, their primary language for education and the language they 
mostly used for writing. 

 
Children’s word reading and the factors that affected word reading 
 
The results (study I) showed that most participants were more efficient readers in their L2 
compared to their L1. This is similar to studies reporting that bilingual children do not 
have problems with word reading in their second language (e.g. Lesaux and Siegel, 2003). 
Limited orthographic knowledge can lead to difficulty reading words (Adams, 1990), 
which could explain the participants’ word reading difficulties in L1 (Persian). In addition, 
the results showed that vocabulary knowledge only affected word reading in Persian and 
phonemic awareness only affected word reading in Swedish, whereas non-word reading 
and lexical retrieval affected word reading in both Persian and Swedish. The level of 
orthographic depth, consistency between graphemes and phonemes, (Seymour et al., 
2003) and orthographic features can probably explain these differences across languages. 
Swedish has a semi-transparent orthography (Seymour, et al., 2003), which means that 
there are more consistencies between graphemes and phonemes compared to an opaque 
orthography (e.g. English, Persian (without short vowels)). In addition, both short and 
long vowels are always written out in Swedish, whereas the short vowels were absent from 
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the Persian word reading tasks, meaning that the participants did not have access to all 
the phonological representations of the Persian words. Thus, it becomes more important 
to know the meaning of a word when reading in Persian compared to Swedish (Wang, 
Castles & Nickels, 2012), which lends further support to why vocabulary knowledge 
correlated significantly with Persian but not with Swedish.  

Regarding phonemic awareness, I did not expect to find a significant relationship 
between PA and word reading in Swedish, as previous reports have shown (e.g. Furnes & 
Samuelsson, 2010) that after the first year, phonemic awareness does not affect word 
reading in transparent orthographies. The type of tasks used in this dissertation and in 
previous research could potentially provide an explanation for these results. In order to 
investigate the children’s phonemic awareness, a phoneme deletion task was used in study 
I whereas, for example, Furnes and Samuelsson (2010) used a number of different tasks 
such as syllable and phoneme blending, and phoneme deletion tasks (used in this study) 
could be more significantly associated with word reading than blending tasks (Farran, 
2012). Future research could investigate the phonemic awareness of bilingual children 
using semi-transparent orthographies across higher years to confirm or contradict these 
results. Study I also demonstrated that most children had difficulty with the phonemic 
awareness task in Persian but not in Swedish. Difficulties with phonemic awareness also 
result in problems with word reading (Melby-Lervåg et al., 2012), which may explain why 
most of the participants were inefficient readers in Persian. Moreover, significant 
correlations were found between non-word reading and word reading across both 
languages. This could suggest that there is an interrelationship between decoding and 
word reading, which is in accordance with the self-teaching hypothesis (Share, 1999). The 
results of study I showed that the participants were both less efficient readers and 
decoders in Persian, whereas they had no problems with decoding and word reading in 
Swedish. Furthermore, it was found that lexical retrieval affected the children’s word 
reading across both languages, meaning that the children needed to be able to rapidly 
access and retrieve words in Persian and Swedish. Studies have shown that, for example, 
RAN is probably more important for reading fluency than accuracy (e.g. Schatschneider 
et al., 2004). However, it was not possible to disentangle word reading accuracy from 
reading fluency because of the nature of the tasks in either language. Future research could 
use reading tasks that enable the investigation of reading accuracy and reading fluency 
separately to see whether researchers arrive at similar or different results.  

The fact that the participants were more efficient readers in Swedish compared to 
Persian could also be attributed to the level of orthographic depth and orthographic 
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features (e.g. short vowels and dots) of these two languages and that Persian and Swedish 
use two dissimilar scripts. The consistency between graphemes and phonemes (Seymour 
et al., 2003) can make it more or less challenging for children to crack the alphabetic code 
and become more efficient readers and fluent writers. Swedish has a semi-transparent 
orthography (Seymour et al., 2003) and Persian is considered opaque when short vowels 
are absent (Rahbari, 2007). Cross-linguistic studies (e.g. Moll, et al., 2014; Caravolas et 
al., 2012) have demonstrated that it can take more time for children in opaque 
orthographies to develop their reading, due to the inconsistent relationship between 
graphemes and phonemes, compared to transparent orthographies. Regarding the 
orthographic features, writing short vowels in Persian disrupted the children’s writing 
fluency (studies II and IV). This could suggest that the children still needed orthographic 
features (e.g. short vowels) to get access to the correspondent phonological representation 
when reading which resulted in difficulties reading words without short vowels. 
Furthermore, writing the dots on Persian graphemes disrupted the writing fluency of the 
children with (study IV) and without (study II) RD. Thus, it could also make them 
uncertain about graphemes when reading Persian words, which could explain their 
inefficient reading in this language. Furthermore, the participants needed to learn two 
distinct scripts: Persian (Arabic script) and Swedish (Latin script). Thus, they were not 
able to use their print knowledge between their L1 and their L2. In this case, they needed 
to learn each grapheme in each language separately. For example, learning the grapheme 
b in Swedish does not offer any further help or provide a clue to recognising its 

corresponding grapheme ب in Persian. Thus, it is likely that the children would be more 
efficient readers across both languages if their L1 and L2 scripts were more closely related.   

 

Meaning making 
 
The results of the meaning-making analysis (study IV) suggest that the nature and degree 
of difficulties experienced by the participants with RD could impact the amount of 
knowledge about writing being used across languages. In study IV, the participant with 
poor word recognition (PWR) presented himself similarly across genres regarding 
interpersonal meaning and ideas, irrespective of the language in which he wrote. In line 
with bi/multilingual studies of typically developing children (e.g. Lindgren et al., 2017) 
and adults (e.g. Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2012), the participant with PWR employed some 
textual meaning such as listing technique similarly across his L1 and L2. Drawing on the 
multicompetence perspective (Cook, 1992), it could be argued that bilinguals have “one 
mind”. Thus, they present their views and ideas in the same way across both languages. 
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They can also use their rhetorical devices across their languages (Lindgren et al., 2017). 
The results of study IV showed that the participant with PWR produced spelling errors 
and paused frequently across both languages, which is in agreement with studies of 
monolingual children with PWR, including some children diagnosed with dyslexia (e.g. 
Sumner, 2013) who have difficulties with transcription. However, he had no problems 
with text production and could produce, for example, coherent texts across both 
languages, a result that has also been shown in studies of monolingual children with 
similar difficulties (e.g. Williams & Larkin, 2013).  

However, the participant with mixed reading difficulties (MRD) had difficulties 
with both transcription and text production. He produced spelling errors and paused 
frequently across both languages. He also had difficulty finding words and producing 
coherent texts, which is in accordance with studies of monolingual children with poor 
comprehension or with developmental language disorder (DLD) (e.g., Brackenbury & Pye, 
2005; Re & Carretti, 2016; Carretti et al., 2013), as these children can have broader 
language difficulties at all levels of writing (e.g. process and text). In contrast to the other 
participant with PWR, as well as previous studies on typically developing bilingual 
children and adults, similar rhetorical devices were not found across the languages of the 
participants with MRD. The limited linguistic and writing knowledge and more 
comprehensive language difficulties that were observed across both languages and genres 
of the participant with MRD could have prevented him from constructing consistent ideas, 
views and strategies across his Persian and Swedish texts. Thus, the results of study IV 
suggest that regarding bilingual children with RD, the extent of their linguistic and 
cognitive deficiencies could determine the extent to which they can use their knowledge 
about writing in both languages. Future studies could investigate the meaning making of 
bilingual children with different types of language and cognitive difficulties across 
different years and languages and analyse the extent to which they find similar patterns in 
these children’s L1 and L2.  

The results also showed that these two participants were under-diagnosed as they 
had no diagnosis at the time of testing. Nobody suspected that the participant with PWR 
had any problems. Similarly, the special education teacher and the mother tongue teacher 
of the participant with MRD suspected that he had “some form of language difficulties”. 
However, they did not have the opportunity to assess his Persian, nor did they use 
screening tests to fully assess his Swedish skills. This is in accordance with studies showing 
that some bilingual children with learning difficulties are not identified or are under-
diagnosed (e.g. Hedman, 2009; Deponio et al., 2000).  
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Multi-deficiency  
 
The multicompetence perspective (e.g. Cook, 2016) and the Dual-Iceberg Representation 
of Bilingual Proficiency model (Cummins, 1980) have mainly focused on typically 
developing bilinguals and have stated that with adequate exposure, bilinguals can share 
for example their conceptual understanding, across their languages. Phonological 
awareness is also shared across L1 and L2 (Verhoeven & Durgunoglu, 1998). Furthermore, 
studies of bilingual children with RD have shown that the difficulties that could originate 
in linguistic and cognitive deficits, such as poor phonological and/or linguistic 
comprehension, are not language dependent and are expected to be found in both L1 and 
L2 (e.g. Da Fontoura & Siegel, 1995; Abu-Rabia & Sammour, 2013; Marinis & Armon-
Lotem, 2015; Hedman, 2009). This is consistent with findings from the two participants 
with RD in Study IV. For example, both participants had difficulties with word reading 
and spelling across both languages. The phonological awareness of these two participants 
was not assessed in Persian and Swedish. However, poor phonological awareness could 
lead to difficulties on the transcription level (Snowling, 2012) which was observed in the 
languages of both participants. Thus, the conclusion could be drawn that they presumably 
had poor phonological awareness in both L1 and L2. Furthermore, the results showed that 
the participant with MRD had difficulty with linguistic comprehension tasks, finding the 
right words and producing coherent texts in both L1 and L2. According to Cook (2007:17), 
bilinguals have “one mind” and as these difficulties have not only been observed in one 
language, they cannot be attributed to limited exposure and teaching. Bilinguals with 
(study IV) and without RD can share their “multicompetence” (Cook, 1992) or their 
“common underlying proficiency” (Cummins, 1980) across their languages. In addition, 
the results of study IV could suggest that bilinguals with RD share what can be described 
as their multi-deficiency or their common underlying deficiency across their L1 and their 
L2.  

Multi-deficiency can help us disentangle bilingual children with RD from bilingual 
children who have difficulty in one of the languages (either their L1 or their L2). The 
former group, children with RD, encounter these difficulties across both languages as they 
possibly originate in linguistic and cognitive deficits, which could prevent them from 
acquiring, for example, phonological awareness. Also, they share and show these 
difficulties in all the languages they learn as they are not language dependent. This makes 
them vulnerable in both their L1 and their L2. However, bilingual children who have not 
received adequate exposure and education in one language, show difficulties in only one 
language, as was the case in study I. They did not share their difficulties across their 
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languages as these difficulties did not originate in underlying linguistic and cognitive 
deficits. Bilingual children with RD could be frustrated as they share these difficulties 
across both languages. Furthermore, it can be more challenging when they do not receive 
adequate exposure and education as these difficulties can be even more severe in one 
language than the other. In study IV, both participants produced spelling errors across 
both languages. However, they produced more spelling errors in Persian compared to 
Swedish as they had received limited education in their L1. This emphasises that bilingual 
children with RD need to receive extra educational support across both languages. Future 
research could examine both languages of bilingual children and adults with various 
difficulties, such as the reading and/or writing difficulties that can be observed in children 
with dyslexia and DLD, as well as reading and/or writing difficulties found in individuals 
with aphasia. Research can show whether they share their common underlying deficiency 
and/or their multi-deficiency across both languages.  
 
Limited mother tongue instruction 
 
The participants in this dissertation were less fluent writers and less efficient readers in 
their L1 compared to their L2, which could be attributed, at least partly, to their limited 
opportunity to learn and practice their L1 at school (i.e. around one hour per week). This 
limited time frame is not only dedicated to children’s reading and writing but also to oracy 
and cultural aspects of the language of interest (Ganuza & Hedman, 2015). The dense 
syllabus makes it difficult to follow and leaves limited scope for writing practices during 
classes. In fact, observations conducted during mother tongue instruction classes in 
Sweden showed that children only copied what the teacher wrote on the board and their 
writing practices were mostly confined to homework (Ganuza & Hedman, 2015).  

The fact that children participating in this study have presumably received limited 
mother tongue instruction – possible resulting in limited linguistic skills in their L1 – and 
that the participants had attended Swedish schools for an average of 5.5 years, can explain 
the results showing that the participants had different levels of writing fluency and reading 
efficiency across their languages and were more fluent writers and efficient readers in their 
L2 compared to their L1. Thus, the children’s reading and writing in their L1 and L2 were 
not balanced.  

Furthermore, bilingual children who work with two different scripts, for example, 
one Latin and one non-Latin script, probably need to receive even more mother tongue 
instruction as it could be more challenging for them to learn to read and write in different 
scripts. Research has shown the advantages of becoming bilingual and how literacy in L1 
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and L2 can help children develop their identity by understanding and being part of their 
language and cultural backgrounds (Cummins & Persad, 2014). For example, a study in 
bilinguals with Portuguese as L1 and English as L2 (Fontoura & Siegel, 1995) showed that 
literacy education equivalent to 20 to 30 minutes per day could result in more balanced 
biliteracy across both languages. Thus, increased mother tongue instruction could also 
result in more fluent writers and efficient readers in bilinguals’ L1. This would mean we 
could have more balanced bilinguals and bilingual children who can embrace their identity 
and also be part of their L1 community.  
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Conclusions and implications 
 
The participants in this study were bilinguals because they spoke both Persian and 
Swedish on a daily basis and they were also biscriptals because they could read and write 
in both their L1 and their L2. However, the results of the study highlighted that 
participants’ reading and writing differed across languages and that the participants were 
both less efficient readers and less fluent writers in their L1 compared to their L2. Their 
reading and writing in their L2 was more in accordance with the results from studies in L1 
and their reading and writing in L1 was more similar to findings from L2 studies. This has 
previously been noted in bilingual adults who, for example, had higher writing fluency in 
their L2 (English) compared to their L1 (Spanish) (Mikulski & Elola, 2011). On the one 
hand, the results are surprising, as one would have expected participants to be stronger 
writers in their L1. On the other hand, though the results are not that surprising, as the 
participants had presumably received limited mother tongue instruction in Persian and 
their school language, including coursebooks, examinations and teaching in different 
subjects (with the exception of languages such as English and German), was Swedish.  

Examples of under-diagnosis was noted in this dissertation, even though this was 
not the main focus of the studies. Research has shown that bilingual children tend to be 
more under-diagnosed than over-diagnosed (e.g. Hedman, 2009; Deponio et al., 2000), 
which is in line with the results from study IV. This emphasises the significance of 
acknowledging every child’s needs and target their language education towards those 
needs. It also emphasises the importance of developing screening tasks in children’s L1 
and providing schools with these tasks in order to create opportunities to examine both 
bilingual children’s languages (Marinis & Armon-Lotem, 2015) so that language teachers, 
mother tongue teachers and/or special education teachers gain a better understanding of 
these children’s difficult(ies) and plan how to help these children in one or both languages.  
 Instead of arguing about which language represents these participants’ L1 and 
which language is their L2 regarding their reading and writing, I think it is more important 
to bear in mind that there are different groups of bilinguals in our schools and their 
reading and writing might not always be what we expect them to be according to previous 
L1 or L2 studies. What might be more important is to discuss, take action and really do 
something for these children to help them become balanced bilingual biliterates in both 
their spoken and written language across their L1 and their L2. For example, we could 
increase the number of hours of mother tongue instruction and motivate the children to 
participate in these classes. We could encourage them to be involved in communities that 
speak their mother tongues. We could also help them find friends that speak their mother 
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tongue and encourage them to speak that language when speaking and/or writing to each 
other. Furthermore, mother tongue teachers could use books that are translated into both 
Swedish and the children’s mother tongues and the children could be asked to compare 
the books.  

It is perhaps time to change our perspective and realise that bilingual children do 
not necessarily underperform in L2 reading and writing. Bilingual children can perform 
within the expected results in their literacy in their L2 school language, although they may 
lag behind in their L1 literacy. Research has demonstrated that language development in 
L1 can help language development in L2 (e.g. Cummins & Persad, 2014). Society and 
educators are responsible for raising this awareness for the parents of children with 
Swedish as a second language and supporting the literacy development of these children 
in their L1 and their L2. We can provide opportunities to help multilingual children 
acknowledge, get to know and develop their identities. They have the right to be part of 
their diverse backgrounds. Society is becoming increasingly multilingual and multilingual 
individuals can be seen as multicompetent and as assets that help us connect the different 
corners of the world. Bilingualism should be encouraged as it helps us grow, affects and 
shapes our thoughts and broadens our horizons.  

 
Future research 
 
Taking into account the sample size and the age span of the participants in this dissertation 
(years 4–9), the results cannot be generalised to the entire group of Persian-Swedish 
bilingual children in Sweden and needs to be interpreted with caution. Future research 
could try to identify a more homogenous and balanced bilingual group, as well as more 
participants in each group (both with and without RD) and year. Future studies could also 
use a combination of Eye and Pen with Eye tracking to analyse the writing of bilingual 
biscriptal children who write their scripts in two different directions (e.g. right to left and 
left to right). Furthermore, future studies could investigate the multicompetence and 
possibly the multi-deficiency of bilingual children with RD across different years and 
languages. This knowledge could help these children’s teachers to understand both the 
strengths and challenges that they might share across languages.  
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Appendices   
 
APPENDIX 1- Information letter to parents 
 

 

Umeå university, 901 87 Umeå 
Department of Language Studies 
E-post: baran.johansson@umu.se 
www.umu.se 

Information letter  
 

 

 
Information for parents/guardians with Persian-Swedish bilingual children 
about the project "Language, literacy and cognitive abilities in bilingual 
children with and without reading and writing difficulties (dyslexia) who 
use two different scripts" 
 
My name is Baran Johansson and I have been a doctoral student in linguistics at Umeå 
University since the autumn of 2014. 

My project is about the linguistic, cognitive, reading and writing skills of Persian-
Swedish bilingual children with and without reading and writing difficulties/dyslexia. Part 
of the project is about examining the students’ abilities, including listening 
comprehension and decoding (reading technique), in both Persian and Swedish. In 
another part of the project, we analyse the students’ writing in Persian and Swedish. 

The aim of the project is to expand our knowledge of language, reading and writing 
skills in bilingual children with and without reading and writing difficulties (dyslexia). 
This knowledge is needed to improve language and writing instruction for bilingual 
children who use two different scripts. My research will give teachers in school insights 
into the linguistic abilities of Persian-Swedish bilingual children with and without reading 
and writing difficulties (dyslexia) in Persian and Swedish. These insights will, I hope, lead 
to better language and writing instruction for bilingual children who are learning to read 
and write using two scripts. It is important for the study that many children are involved, 
both those who find it easy to read and write and those who find it difficult. 
 
What does it mean to participate? 
 
I will first give you and your child a questionnaire with some questions about your child’s 
language learning and language use both at home and at school. It could be about the 
language your child speaks with you and his friends, as well as about your child’s language 
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skills and/or language difficulties in any language. I will also ask your child’s teacher, for 
example, their mother tongue teacher, special education teacher, speech therapist and/or 
teacher of Swedish as a second language, to complete a questionnaire in order to gain a 
picture of your child’s language use. I will then give your child some tasks in both Persian 
and Swedish to gain a better understanding of your child’s language, reading and writing 
across both languages. For example, your child will listen to a story or read some words 
and then answer some questions. I will also say a word like “table” and ask them what is 
left if I remove the “b” from the word “table” and they should then answer “tale”. Another 
example is that I will say a letter like “b” and ask your child to say some words that start 
with “b”. In the second part of the survey, I will ask your child to write about two topics, 
such as describing a series of pictures. I will then ask them some questions about what 
they thought about the writing tasks. These interviews together with the child’s oral 
answers to the tasks will be recorded to facilitate the analysis. If they wish, the interviewee 
can receive a copy of their interview. I will meet your child three times. Each meeting will 
take between 1 and 1.5 hours. 

Participation in the study is completely voluntary and you can cancel your child’s 
participation at any time without having to provide any explanation. All data will then be 
deleted immediately. 

All answers and results will be processed so that no unauthorised person has access 
to them. All data that are collected are encoded. This means that you and your child’s name 
and other personal data will not appear in any documents and all audio files will be 
securely stored. Umeå University is responsible for you and your child’s personal 
information. Data are stored for ten years in accordance with the Archives Act and then 
removed. The child and his parent/guardian have the right to apply for information about 
what data on the participant are being used in the project (so-called register extract). 

We would ask you to inform your child about the project and their participation so 
they can decide whether or not they want to participate. 
 
Do you want to give your consent? 
 
If you want your child to participate in the project, please complete the consent form, put 
it in an envelope and give it to the school’s special educational teacher or mother tongue 
teacher. If you as parent/guardian change your mind, or if your child changes their mind 
and no longer wants to participate, please inform us via email or phone. All data related 
to your child will be excluded from the study. 
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Feel free to contact us if you require further information or have any questions. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Baran Johansson                       Eva Lindgren 
 
PhD candidate in linguistics     Project manager, Reader in language teaching 
baran.johansson@umu.se           eva.lindgren@umu.se  
Tel: +46 738 38 09 49           Tel: +46 907 86 95 84 
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APPENDIX 2- Letter of consent 
 

 

Umeå university, 901 87 Umeå 
Department of Language Studies 
E-post: baran.johansson@umu.se 
www.umu.se 

Information letter  
 

 
Consent 
I have been informed about the project “Language, literacy and cognitive abilities in 
bilingual children with and without reading and writing difficulties (dyslexia)” and want 
to participate. 
I agree that my child can participate in the project “Language, literacy and 
cognitive abilities of bilingual children with and without reading and 
writing difficulties (dyslexia) who use two different scripts”. 
 
Child’s name (first and last name): 
______________________________________ 
Child’s personal identification number (not the last four digits): 
______________________________________ 
Signature (parent’s/guardian’s signature): 
______________________________ 
___________________________________ 
Signature (child’s signature): ______________________________________ 
______________________________ 
___________________________________ 
Date     Location 
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APPENDIX 3- Survey  
 

1. Personal information 
 

First name 
Surname 
School 
Location 
Code (entered by researchers) 

 
2. General information about you 

 
How old are you? 
Where were you born? 
Your home language – (which means) which language or languages do you speak 
at home? 

 
3. Do you speak Swedish? 

 
Yes, fluently 
Yes, a little 
No, but I understand it 
No 
 

4. Do you speak languages other than Persian and Swedish? 
 
Yes 
No 
If yes, which language(s)? 
 

5. Which language are you most comfortable with? 
 

6. Describe and explain why 
 

7. How do you feel about speaking a language?    
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How do you feel when you speak Persian? 
How do you feel when you speak Swedish? 
 
Are you always happy about the way in which you speak Persian? 
Are you always happy about the way in which you speak Swedish? 

 
How do you feel when you cannot express yourself in Persian? 
How do you feel when you cannot express yourself in Swedish? 

 
 

8. Do you have difficulty in using long sentences …  
       
 Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never 

In Persian 
In Swedish 
 

9. Do you have difficulty in producing correct sentences … 
       
 Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never 
 

In Persian 
In Swedish 

 
10. Do you think that you speak … 

Much worse than others/A little worse than others/A little better than 
others/Much better than others/I don’t know 
 
Compared to a child of your age who lives in Iran/Afghanistan and only speaks 
Persian? 
Compared to a child of your age who speaks Swedish as a native speaker? 
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11. Please, select here how often you speak … 
Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never 
 
Persian with your mother 
Persian with your father 
Swedish with your mother 
Swedish with your father 

 
12. Do any other adults, for example, your grandparents, a babysitter, 

take care of you? Please clarify who 
 
Yes, often 
Yes, sometimes 
No 
 

13. If YES, which language(s) do you speak to the person (except your 
parents) who takes care of you? 
Always/Often/ Sometimes/ Rarely/Never 
 
Persian 
Swedish 

 
If there is another language, please state it here: 

 
14. Which language(s) do you speak with your siblings – and how often? 

Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never 
 
Persian 
Swedish 

 
If there is another language, please state it here: 
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15. Which language(s) do you speak with your best friends – and how 
often? 
Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never 
 
Persian 
Swedish 

 
If there is another language, please state it here: 

 
16. How often do you … 

Every day/At least once a week/Once a month/ Once a year/ never 
 
Read (books, magazines, comic books, newspapers) in Persian? 
Read (books, magazines, comic books, newspapers) in Swedish? 

 
Watch (TV, films, programmes) in Persian? 
Watch (TV, films, programmes) in Swedish? 
 
Play games in Persian? 
Play games in Swedish? 

 
Tell stories in Persian? 
Tell stories in Swedish? 

 
17. Which language(s) do you speak quite often with your family’s 

friends? 
Always/Often/Sometimes/Rarely/Never 
 
Persian 
Swedish 
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18.  How easy or difficult is it for you to… 
Easy/Quite easy/Neither easy nor difficult/Quite difficult/Difficult 
 
Read in Persian? 
Spell in Persian? 
Do dictation assignments in Persian? 
 
Read in Swedish? 
Spell in Swedish? 
Do dictation assignments in Swedish? 

 
Learn letters and their sounds in Persian? 
Learn letters and their sounds in Swedish? 

 
Read a text fluently in Persian? 
Read a text fluently in Swedish? 

 
Understand a text fluently in Persian? 
Understand a text fluently in Swedish? 

 
Understand others when they speak Persian? 
Understand others when they speak Swedish? 

 
Speak in Persian? 
Speak in Swedish? 
Produce sentences in Persian? 
Produce sentences in Swedish? 

 
Find the right words in Persian? 
Find the right words in Swedish? 
Understand instructions in Persian? 
Understand instructions in Swedish? 
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